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Transposable elements or transposons, may be 
defined as segments of DNA which can move from one 
location to another within an organism's genome. Their 
main effect is that, as a result of transposition, they 
can cause mutations if they insert nearby or within 
genes. In these instances, gene expression is generally 
reduced or completely abolished. In some cases, 
however, expression may actually be enhanced. Transpo­
sable elements can also cause various types of chromo­
somal rearrangments. These consist of inversions and 
deletions, which occur when elements insert in different 
orientations, or from chromosome breaks, which result 
from abortive or defective transposition. In addition, 
transposons can mediate the transposition of segments of 
genes, or even whole blocks of genes. 
The movement of transposable elements can be 
divided into three steps; 1) DNA cleavage occurs in the 
host DNA at the ends of the element and the target DNA; 
this is followed by 2) the ligation of the element to 
the target DNA. Finally, 3) replication of host DNA 
occurs where the element inserted, repairing the gap 
generated by the staggered cleavage of the host DNA. 
The replication of host DNA results in duplications of 
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host DNA at the ends of the element, which are a 
characteristic size for each type of transposable 
element. The ends of the elements carry specific 
sequences, which are essential for transposition; these 
sequences are either inverted or direct terminal 
repeats, which are recognized by element-encoded 
proteins called transposases. The transposase binds to 
these repeats and cleaves the host DNA, leading to the 
primary events involved in transposition. The genes 
encoding the transposases are contained either within 
these repeats or in the internal portion of the element 
flanked by these repeats. The terminal repeats are 
generally long, if they contain the genes encoding 
transposition proteins (700 bp to 6,000 bp), and short, 
if the genes are within the internal region of the 
transposon (10-30 bp). The length of the terminal 
repeats has provided one criterion for classifying 
transposons. Transposons may also contain, in addition 
to genes encoding transposition proteins, genes that 
play no role in transposition, such as antibiotic 
resistance genes. 
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Types of Transposable Elements 
Segments of DNA having the basic characteristics 
described above have been found in a large number of 
organisms, such as bacteria, yeast, insects, plants and, 
mammals. Transposable elements were first described in 
maize, however, in the late 1940s, by Barbara 
McClintock. McClintock, when analyzing the cause and 
effect of chromosome breakage in maize, discovered that 
these breaks occurred at a specific chromosomal location 
and at certain times in development (for review see 
Fedoroff, 1983). In subsequent generations, chromosome 
breaks also occurred at nearby positions on the same 
chromosome. McClintock showed that this was due to the 
mobility of an element she termed Dissociation (Ds). in 
further experiments, she demonstrated that Ds responded 
to, or was mobilized by another transposable element 
called Activator, which functioned as the regulator of 
Ds. Both ^  and Ds also caused insertional mutations 
and when they excised from a particular locus caused a 
wide range of different phenotypes. These elegant 
experiments showed that the maize genome was possibly a 
dynamic structure. However, for many years McClintock's 
work was regarded as controversial and largely ignored 
outside of the circle of maize geneticists until the 
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early 1970s, when transposable elements were discovered 
in bacteria and characterized in detail at both the 
cellular and molecular level. 
Bacteria 
Insertion sequences were first detected as 
spontaneous, highly polar mutations in the Escherichia 
coli gal and lac opérons. Each mapped to the first gene 
in the operon, thereby eliminating expression of the 
remainder of the downstream genes. Electron microscopic 
studies comparing transducing DNA containing the genes 
with these polar mutations, and the wildtype gene, 
demonstrated the presence of an extra segment of DNA 
within the mutant operon (see review by Starlinger and 
Saedler, 1976). This insertion and others similar to it 
were named insertion sequences or IS elements. 
Further molecular work showed that these IS 
elements contained inverted repeats at the very ends of 
the elements, and, upon integration into a new site in 
the genome, a short direct duplication of host DNA was 
generated at the ends of the element. This duplication 
was made following the ligation of the ends of the 
element to the host DNA, and was presumably due to 
staggered cleavage of the target site DNA (Saedler and 
Nevers, 1985). Following ligation, there was a gap at 
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either end of the element, which when repaired, 
generated the duplication of the host DNA. 
Following the discovery of IS sequences, other 
types of transposable DNA were rapidly discovered in 
many strains of bacteria. Bacterial transposons have 
been separated into four major classes: 1) Insertion 
sequences which have either one or two transposase 
genes, and composite transposons which consist of a DNA 
segment often containing a drug resistance gene flanked 
by IS sequences in a direct or indirect orientation, 2) 
transposons consisting of genes coding for a 
transposase, a cointegrate resolvase also necessary for 
transposition, and possibly drug resistance flanked by 
very short inverted repeats, and 3) bacteriophage Mu 
whose life cycle involves transposition as a necessary 
step. There is a fourth set of unique bacterial 
transposons which do not fall into any of the above 
groupings, such as Tn554 (Murphy and Lofdahl, 1984) and 
Tn916 (Gawron-Burke and Clewell, 1982). The elements in 
the first three classes have features which may be 
considered as characteristic of transposable elements in 
general: (1) they have inverted repeated DNA sequences 
at their termini; (2) they cause a duplication of host 
DNA upon insertion, the size of which is characteristic 
of a particular element; and (3) the site of insertion 
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does not appear to be sequence specific, although there 
are regions in bacterial chromosomes which are 
insertional hotspots for some elements. An example 
would be TnlO for which 27 of 55 insertions in the 
Salmonella his operon map at a single site in hisG; the 
rest were scattered among 10 to 15 other sites 
(Kleckner, 1977). 
Transposition in bacteria occurs by either one of 
two types of transposon-target interactions (see review 
by Grindley and Reed, 1985). In the simple insertion 
pathway, both ends of a transposon are joined to the 
target sequences. Through the alternative interaction, 
commonly known as the cointegrate pathway, two copies of 
the element are formed and each copy retains a parental 
joint at one end while the other end is attached to new 
target sequences. The cointegrate pathway must be a 
replicative or semiconservative process as each copy of 
the transposon has one parental stand and one newly 
synthesized strand. A cointegrate is formed when a 
replicon containing a transposon interacts with a second 
circular genome lacking a transposon, forming a 
structure containing one copy of each circular replicon 
and two copies of the transposon, one at each new fusion 
junction (Kleckner, 1981). Site-specific recombination 
between the two transposons mediated by a transposon-
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encoded recombination protein, called a cointegrate 
resolvase, separates the host replicon from the target 
replicon with each containing a copy of the original 
transposon DNA molecule. Simple insertions can be 
generated by either a replicative process in which a 
copy is retained at the donor site, or a conservative 
process in which the transposon is excised from the 
donor site without replication. 
There have been some very elegant studies of TnlO 
transposition mechanisms and regulation by Kleckner et 
al. (1984) and Roberts et al. (1985). They found that 
transposition of TnlO and ISIO was greatly enhanced in 
dam strains of E_^ coli. This was due to demethylation 
of the transposase promoter for TnlO and ISIO as well as. 
the ISIO transposase binding sites. This demethylation 
process allowed greater expression of the transposase 
gene and, in ISIO, increased the binding of the 
transposase protein at the terminal sites, thus allowing 
more transposition events. 
Drosophila 
Following the discovery and characterization of 
transposable elements in bacteria, similar studies were 
extended to eucaryotic organisms. The fruitfly, 
Drosophila melanogaster, was found to contain several 
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families of transposable elements. Presently, three 
transposable element classes in D. melanoaaster have 
been extensively characterized. These classes are copia 
and copia-like elements, P-elements and foldback 
elements of which the P and copia-like elements will be 
discussed here. 
P-elements P-elements are a single family of 
conserved elements consisting of a complete element, 
which is 2.9 kb in size, and various deletion 
derivatives that retain the ends of the larger conserved 
element. These ends are perfect inverted repeats, 31 bp 
in length, which flank four open reading frames in the 
conserved elements (Laski et al., 1986). The conserved 
elements encode all functions necessary for 
transposition, not only of itself, but also of the 
deletion derivatives. P-elements are present in 
approximately 50 copies per genome in affected strains 
of flies. 
Regulation of P-element transposition has been 
extensively studied. Transposition of P-elements is 
limited to the germline and is genetically regulated 
(Laski et al., 1985). In fact, P-elements only 
transpose when sperm from flies carrying P-elements 
(referred to as P-, or paternal, strains) are introduced 
into an egg from a transposon-free strain (referred to 
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as an M, or maternal type) (Engels, 1983) . When this 
type of cross is made, a phenomenon termed "hybrid 
dysgenesis" occurs. Hybrid dysgenesis is caused by the 
rampant transposition of P-elements which results in 
high rates of sterility, mutation and chromosomal 
rearrangements. In the reciprocal cross (i.e., crossing 
M-males with P-females), no such effect was seen (for 
review, see Bregliano and Kidwell, 1983). It was shown 
that P-strains of D. melanogaster contained P-elements 
whose transposition was repressed. When they were 
introduced into M-trains which do not have P-elements or 
the transposition repressor, P-element transposition was 
deregulated and the genetic phenomenon of hybrid 
dysgenesis occurred (Bregliano and Kidwell, 1983). 
Laski et (1986) determined that P-element 
transposition was limited to the germline because 
processing of a P-e1ement-encoded mRNA occurred only in 
the germline. This involved the removal by splicing of 
the intron between the second and third open reading 
frames. The mRNA which resulted from this splicing 
encoded an 87 kilodalton (kd) protein, shown by Rio et 
al. (1986) to be the transposase. A smaller protein (66 
kd) was produced in the somatic tissue because the 
intron, which was not spliced out, contained a stop 
codon. 
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Copia Copia and copia-like elements, unlike the 
P-element system, consist of over 30 different families 
of copia-like elements in the Drosophila genome 
accounting for about half of the middle repetitive DNA 
found in the Drosophila genome. These elements range in 
size from 5.0 kb to 8.5 kb, contain long direct terminal 
repeats (269-517 bp) flanked by short (2-18 bp) inverted 
repeats and they are highly transcribed (Rubin, 1983). 
They occur randomly in the Drosophila genome and each 
family is present in 10 to 100 copies of complete 
elements per genome. The long terminal repeats (LTR) of 
elements within a family are similar but there can be 
extensive differences between elements from different 
families. Copia-like elements also existed as linear 
and circular extrachromosomal elements (Flavell and Ish-
Horowicz, 1981) which are associated with RNA and 
proteins. The RNA was homologous to the element, and at 
least one of the proteins had a reverse transcriptase-
like activity (Shiba and Saigo, 1983). Flavell (1984) 
has shown that the synthesis of linear extrachromosomal 
copia DNA was not affected by inhibitors of the DNA 
polymerase which is responsible for chromosomal DNA 
replication. This suggested that these extra­
chromosomal elements were generated by reverse 
transcriptase. This conclusion was strengthened by 
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Saigo et (1984) who identified a reverse 
transcriptase-like coding sequence in a copia-like 
element. Altogether, these data suggested that copia 
and copia-like elements may transpose by a RNA 
intermediate formed by reverse transcriptase. 
This transposition mechanism for copia would be 
very similar to the temperate life cycle of retroviruses 
insofar that'the latter also alternate as single-
stranded RNA and double-stranded DNA in their life 
cycle. The DNA intermediates of retroviruses are known 
to exist as linear or circular molecules in the lytic 
phase and integrate into the genome at random locations 
during the temperate phase. Furthermore, retroviral DNA 
intermediates are structurally similar to copia-like 
elements being between 3 to 10 kb in length with long 
terminal direct repeats. 
Yeast 
TV elements Dispersed repetitive DNA sequences 
in the yeast, Saccharomvces cerevisiae. called Tv 
elements, have been shown to be transposable DNA. 
Roeder and Fink (1980) have shown that two histidine 
mutants they isolated were caused by the insertion of Tv 
elements into the histidine 5' noncoding region, and 
five alcohol dehydrogenase II mutants were also caused 
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by Ty elements inserting into the 5* noncoding region of 
that gene (Williamson et , 1981) . The structure of 
these elements was very similar to both copia-like 
elements and retroviral DNA intermediates. The elements 
are 5.6 kb in size and are flanked by long direct 
terminal repeats of about 350 bp called delta sequences. 
There are approximately 30 to 35 complete Ty elements 
and about ICQ solo delta sequences dispersed randomly 
throughout the genome of S_!_ cerevisiae (Boeder and Fink, 
1983) . 
Most of the chromosomal rearrangements caused by Tv 
elements were due to recombination between ^  elements 
and not specifically by ^  transposition. The Tv 
element and the delta sequences act as portable regions 
of homology for cellular recombination systems. 
Recombination events involving these elements can lead 
to deletions, translocations, inversions, or 
duplications. Ty transpositions do occur, but at very 
low frequencies, generally of the order of lo"^ to 10~® 
per cell. Roeder and Fink (1983) postulated that the 
RNA transcribed from Ty elements (which can constitute 
as much as 5-10% of the total polyadenylated RNA found 
in cells) may be an intermediate of transposition due to 
the similarities between Ty transcripts and retroviral 
RNA genomes. Boeke et al. (1985) have proven this 
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hypothesis by engineering a ^  element containing an 
intron and the yeast galactosidase fGall) promoter. 
This Ty element was placed in a plasmid which was 
transformed into the yeast cells. When the Gall 
promoter was activated by growth on galactose, frequent 
transposition events were observed. Some of these ^  
insertions were examined, and all of them contained a 
deletion corresponding exactly to the size of the 
intron. Restriction endonuclease digestions, Southern 
blot hybridization and sequence data showed that the 
intron was correctly spliced out of the Ty transcript, 
demonstrating conclusively that the Ty elements 
transposed through an RNA intermediate. 
It is interesting to note that these three 
eukaryotic mobile genetic element systems (copia-like 
elements, retroviruses and Ty elements) all have the 
same basic structure and that two of the three 
(retroviruses and Ty elements) have an RNA-DNA cycle 
mediated by reverse transcriptase. As stated above, it 
is likely that copia-like elements also have an RNA-DNA 
cycle mediated by reverse transcriptase, although it has 
not been proven. Temin (1980) has suggested that 
retroviruses evolved from cellular elements in which 
insertion-like sequences inserted on either side of a 
DNA polymerase gene which became the precursor for 
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reverse transcriptase. The insertion sequences became 
the LTRs which flank the internal region of a 
retrovirus. However, this does not explain how three 
separate mobile genetic element systems in widely 
divergent organisms evolved simultaneously. Temin 
(1985), in response to this problem, proposed that some 
of these systems arose from infection by exogenous 
retroviruses. 
Plants 
Doring and Starlinger (1986) have compiled a list 
of plant transposable elements found in Antirrhinum 
matus (Tam), Glycine max (Tgm) and in Zea mays L. (Ac-
Ds. En-I(Spm), Mul, Bsl. Tz86 and Cinl). Others which 
have been characterized genetically in maize but have 
not been physically isolated, and thus are not in the 
above list, are Ua-rua (Friedemann and Peterson, 1982), 
Cv (Schnable and Peterson, 1986), Fcu-rcu (Gonella and 
Peterson, 1977) and Dt-adt (Rhoades, 1938). It is 
obvious that the majority of plant transposable elements 
have been observed in maize. This may be due to the 
vast amount of genetic data on maize and/or to the fact 
that maize is a diploid and has many readily observed 
phenotypes, which might make maize more amenable to 
detecting transposable elements. However, before 
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considering the types of transposable element systems 
found in maize, I will describe briefly transposable 
elements found in other plants. 
Antirrhinum mai us Coen et aJ.. (1986) have found 
Antirrhinum maius useful in studying the effect of the 
transposable element Tam3 on •pallidia gene expression. 
They studied the causes of phenotypic variation arising 
from the unstable gajjj^^recurrens (g^rec^ allele. 
This unstable allele gave ivory flowers with red spots 
or sectors (Sommer and Saedler, 1985). However, due to 
the instability of the locus a series of pal alleles 
with different flower color phenotypes were also 
generated. These ranged from Class 1) a wild type 
color. Class 2) uniform but paler pigmentation than wild 
type, which ranged in intensity from nearly full red to 
very pale, Class 3) stable alleles that conferred 
altered patterns of flower color with pale tube 
pigmentation, but little or no pigmentation in the 
flower lobes, or concentration of pigmentation in 
specific regions of both tubes and lobes, to Class 4) 
unstable alleles that gave altered frequencies, patterns 
and intensities of spots. The molecular characteriza­
tion of pal^^° and the alleles resulting from it have 
shown that a transposable element, Tam3. was located 41 
bp upstream of the nearest TATA box in the pal 
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allele, and that class 1 alleles were due to a precise 
or imprecise excision of the element that left an 
addition of 1 bp at the locus, commonly referred to as a 
"footprint". Class 2 alleles were due to either small 
deletions or sequence alterations at the excision site, 
reducing the level of pal transcription. Most class 3 
alleles were identical to pal^^^ by restriction 
endonuclease mapping but may have changes of 100 bp or 
less which would not be detected by Southern blot 
hybridization. Class 4 alleles had altered spatial 
phenotypes which in one allele was due to Tam3 excision 
and the introduction of a foreign piece of DNA upstream 
flanking the integration site of Tam3. However, Coen ^  
al. (1986) did not know whether the new pigmentation 
pattern was due to loss of transcription signals or to 
new signals carried on the foreign gene segment. 
Glvcine max Tgml of Glycine max is an insertion 
sequence which was found within the coding region of the 
soybean lectin gene, blocking expression (Goldberg et 
al., 1983). Tgml is part of a family of middle 
repetitive DNA in Glvcine max and is 3.55 kb in size, 
each border consisting of various derivatives of a 54 bp 
repeating unit. Although this insertion sequence has 
many of the physical characteristics of other 
transposable elements, neither excision of Tgml from the 
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lectin locus, nor transposition of Tqml into other sites 
in the genome has ever been observed. 
Transposable Elements in Maize 
Lillis and Freeling (1986) have identified four 
major types of transposons in maize: (1) Controlling 
elements; (2) Mutator; (3) a copia-like element called 
Bsl (Johns et , 1985), and (4) various undefined 
elements such as Cinl (Shepherd, 1984). The first two 
categories are by far the most important and well-
characterized, and will be discussed in detail. 
Controlling Elements 
Ac-Ds McClintock, as stated previously, 
first discovered transposable elements in maize when she 
studied the presence of chromosome breaks that occurred 
at specific heritable chromosome locations and 
developmental times (see Fedoroff, 1983, for a review). 
These chromosome breaks were due to the transposition of 
the element Dissociation (Ds) away from a particular 
site in the chromosome (McClintock, 1944; 1948). This 
site could be mapped genetically if the homologous 
chromosome contained the recessive alleles to the 
dominant alleles on the homolog containing Ds 
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(McClintock, 1946), and by cytological examination due 
to the physical loss of the distal end of the chromosome 
(McClintock, 1947). Following the chromosome break, the 
recessive alleles were uncovered as the acentric 
chromosome fragment was lost during subsequent mitotic 
cell divisions. The initial chromosome break and the 
fusion of the newly broken ends began the breakage-
fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle. This cycle continued in the 
endosperm, uncovering more recessive alleles, but 
generally ceased in the embryo. If the recessive 
alleles controlled aleurone color, for instance, the 
continuation of the BFB cycle was visible as colored and 
colorless sectors on a kernel. The BFB cycle at this 
stage was not dependent on the presence of Ds. Using 
chromosome 9 markers which affect plant and kernel 
morphology, McClintock (1948; 1949) established that 
another factor, called Activator fAc), activated the BFB 
cycle. This meant that ^  controlled the movement of Ds 
and its associated chromosomal rearrangements. 
Many of the mutations associated with ^  that 
McClintock isolated were in derivatives of the line 
which contained Ds proximal to the Wx locus on 
chromosome 9. Two of these derivatives contained Ds in 
the sh locus that had the ability to induce chromosome 
breaks and rearrangements in the presence of The 
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two ^  mutants, sh-5933 and sh-6233. were shown, upon 
molecular analysis, to be caused by two distinctive 
types of DNA rearrangements caused by Ds. The mutation 
in sh-5933 was due to a 30 kb insertion in the first 
intron of the gene, as well as a large duplication that 
included part of the locus and part of the insertion 
(Burr and Burr, 1982; Fedoroff et al.. 1983; Courage-
Tebbe et al., 1983). The 30 kb insertion was flanked by 
a 3 kb Ds element at the 5' end of the insertion and a 4 
kb Ds element at the 3' end of the insertion relative to 
the gene structure. The 4 kb Ds element was a double Ds 
which consisted of two identical elements, each 2 kb in 
size. One was inserted in an inverted orientation in 
the center of the other element (Doring et al., 1984). 
The internal Ds element was flanked by a direct 
duplication of 8 bp, characteristic of the insertion 
site of a Ds element (Doring et , 1985) . The 3 kb 
double Ds consisted of one complete Ds element and a 
half Ds element, and the partial sequence of the latter 
was identical to the corresponding sequence in the 4 kb 
double Ds element (Courage-Tebbe et al., 1983). The 
long duplication, which contained part of the sh locus 
and 30 kb insertion, included that part of the insertion 
containing the 3 kb double Ds. The junction of both 
double Ds structures which flanked the 30 kb insertion 
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had the identical direct duplication, indicating that 
the 3 0 kb fragment was transposed into the sh gene in 
its entirety. Revertants of sh-5933 lost this 3 0 kb 
insertion but retained the large duplication and the 
ability to cause chromosome breaks. However, one 
revertant, sh-r5. displayed an altered pattern of Ds-
induced chromosome breakage which was apparently due to 
the excision of the complete 2 kb ^  from the 3 kb 
double Ds contained in the duplication. The chromosome 
breaks in this revertant happened much later in the 
development of the endosperm (Doring et al., 1985). 
The second mutant, sh-6233. was much simpler in 
structure and was due to the insertion of a 4 kb DNA 
segment, which was a double Ds element identical to the 
double Ds element found in the mutant sh-5933. The 
reversion of sh-6233 to give a wildtype phenotype was 
due to the excision of the 4 kb insertion but with a 6 
bp duplication being retained in the locus (Week et aj.. , 
1984) . From the molecular analysis of the two sh 
mutations and simple Ds and M insertions, Doring et al. 
(1985) have postulated that double Ds structures are 
essential for chromosome breakage. In double Ds element 
insertions, the terminal inverted repeats are present 
twice, and if the transposase could recognize the 
terminal sequences in either an inverted or direct 
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orientation as Dôring et (1985) suggested, then 
chromosome breaks would result from the transposase 
recognizing the terminal sequences in direct 
orientation. Alternatively, excision could result from 
the transposase recognizing the terminal repeats in 
inverted orientations. This hypothesis can be 
challenged because, following the excision of the 30 kb 
insertion, the sh-5933 revertant, sh-r5. contained one 
half of a Ds element. However, chromsome breaks still 
occurred in this revertant, although at a much later 
time in kernel development. Dôring et (1984) 
answered this problem by proposing that the transposase 
could bind to the single terminal repeat sequence and 
give rise to faulty excision resulting in chromosome 
breakage. It is interesting to note that these two sh 
mutations arose from the strain in which McClintock 
first observed chromosome breakage, and it is very 
likely that the double Ds element in these two mutants 
was the same element responsible for causing chromosome 
breaks at "Ds in standard location" (Dôring et al., 
1985) . 
These mutations were interesting and gave a great 
deal of information about ^  and However, most 
mutations induced by Ds which have been studied thus far 
have been due to simple insertions of single Ds elements 
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within genes. These insertions completely abolished 
gene activity and were referred to as "null mutations". 
Excision of Ds from some loci could result in a wide 
range of phenotypes. For example, at the wx locus 
Wessler et al, (1986) found that upon excision of Ds in 
two revertants, 9 and 6 bp "footprints" were left, 
respectively, resulting in the addition of amino acids 
to the wx protein, and leading to enzymes with altered 
specificities. 
The Ds elements characterized to date have been 
deletion derivatives of ^  (Fedoroff et 1983, 
Doring et aJL., 1984). For example, Dooner et (1985) 
have shown that the Ds element in bzl-m2(DP arose by an 
internal deletion of the ^  element in the progenitor 
bzl-m2 allele. However, not all Ds elements are 
deletion derivatives of the ^  element, as shown by the 
data of Peacock et (1984) and Wessler et aj,. (1986), 
both of whom isolated an element termed Dsl from two 
different genes. The elements were 405 bp and 409 bp in 
size, respectively, with only the 11 bp inverted 
terminal repeats being homologous to the ^  element 
isolated by Fedoroff et (1983). Because only the 
terminal repeats of Dsl are homologous to it appears 
that this may be the only requirement for ^  controlled 
transposition. 
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The autonomous element ^  controls not only the 
excision and transposition of Ds elements but also its 
own transposition (McClintock, 1949; 1951). ^ elements 
cause all the chromosomal rearrangements associated with 
Ds elements except chromosome breaks. ^ also exhibits 
a dosage effect (McClintock, 1948; Brink and Nilan, 
1952), whereby if more than one active ^  element is 
present there is a delay in the developmental timing and 
frequency of Ac-activated Ds mutations and chromosome 
breaks. A decrease in the germinal and somatic rever­
sion frequency, due to a dosage effect, has been de­
scribed for the element Mp which is similar or identical 
to ^  (Brink and Nilan, 1952). The study of dosage 
effects is complicated by the fact that ^  can undergo 
heritable changes, termed changes in state, that can 
affect the timing of Ac-controlled events and these 
changes can mimic the dosage effect (McClintock, 1948). 
McClintock (1951) determined that these changes 
in state were controlled by ^  because different 
isolates of ^  undergo changes and transposition at 
different developmental times. Orton and Brink (1966) 
and Brink and Williams (1973), studied changes of state 
and suggested that the effect of the insertional 
mutation or expression of the locus, as well as the 
stability on the insertion, were influenced by the 
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position of the element within the locus. Schiefelbein 
et (1985) have examined changes in state of 
defective Spm elements and have determined that these 
were due to differences in the elements themselves and 
not to their locations within genes. Therefore, changes 
in state for hQ. are probably a result of a change in the 
element, such as a small deletion. 
McClintock also observed a reversible inactivation 
or change in phase of ^  when a previously active ^  
could no longer cause Ds-mediated chromosomal 
rearrangements. Chomet et al., (1987) have shown that a 
particular ^  element, when active, could be digested by 
restriction endonucleases which do not cleave sequences 
where cytosine residues are methylated to 5-
methylcytosine (e.g., Pvu II). When the element was 
inactive, however, no digestion was apparent, suggesting 
that these changes in phase of he elements were due to 
the presence or absence of methylation within the 
element itself. This phenomenon is not without 
precedent, as Sellem et (1985) have shown that the 
activity of the mouse albumin gene was tightly 
controlled by methylation and demethylation of the 
entire 5' region of the gene. Also, some inactivation 
of Mu elements in Mutator activity in maize is also 
correlated with methylation (Chandler and Walbot, 1986). 
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Spm (En-I) The Spm or En-I controlling element 
system, independently identified by Peterson (1953) and 
McClintock (1954) , al'so consists of autonomous and 
nonautonomous elements. Peterson (1953) discovered the 
Enhancer-Inhibitor (En%I) controlling element system 
while McClintock in 1954 described a controlling element 
system she termed Suppressor-Mutator (Spm). Peterson 
(1965) determined that genetically, both systems were 
identical. Spiti and a defective Spm (termed dSpm) can 
insert within genes causing unstable mutations, just 
like ^  and Ds. Spm functions in a manner analogous to 
Ac because a complete Spm element controls the excision 
and transposition of dSpm. Schwarz-Sommer et al. 
(1985), Schiefelbein et al. (1985) and Fedoroff et al. 
(1984) have shown that defective Spm elements are 
deletion derivatives of the complete Spm elements and 
that Spm and En are identical to each other in 
nucleotide sequence, confirming the conclusions of 
Peterson (1965). Although these characteristics show 
that Spm-dSpm and Ac-Ds are controlling element systems 
with abundant similarities, there are numerous 
differences, such as the lack of, or very low level of, 
associated chromosome breakages with Spm. which is in 
contrast with the Ac-Ds system. 
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However, the greatest differences between Ac-Ds and 
Sm-dSpm is in how Spm affects certain alleles 
containing dSm. The element dSpm. is a deletion 
derivative of Sm and mutations caused by dSm are 
stable. Introduction of an active Spm into the plant 
genome supplies the functions for excision and 
transposition of the dSpm element causing an unstable 
mutation. There are two functions encoded by Spm. the 
suppressor function which either decreases or increases 
gene expression when Spm is present, and the mutator 
function which controls excision of the dSpm element, an 
event frequently leading to the restoration of wildtype 
gene activity. One example is the al-ml allele which 
was caused by an•insertion of Spm into the ^  locus 
(McClintock, 1954; 1955). Various derivatives of the 
original allele have a dSpm at the same position in the 
locus, such as al-ml (5719A1) (McClintock, 1954; 1955; 
1965). When Spm was present, the aleurone layer was 
colorless with pigmented revertant sectors and when Spm 
was absent, the aleurone layer was palely pigmented. 
The suppressor function stopped gene expression thus 
giving a colorless kernel; the mutator function caused 
the excision of the element, giving a wildtype sector 
during kernel development. Spm can have the reverse 
effect on gene activity, as in the al-m2 (8004) allele. 
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where, if Spm was present in the genome, the aleurone 
layer was deeply pigmented; when Spm was absent the 
aleurone was colorless (McClintock, 1967). 
The differences between the two alleles al-ml 
(5719A1) and al-m2 (8004) , if the independently located 
Spm is completely active, are the different suppressor 
and mutator responses. These different responses were 
hypothesized to be due to differences in the dSpm 
element located in the locus. This was confirmed by 
the molecular work of Schwarz-Sommer et (1985) who 
isolated the dSpm elements from two different states of 
the al-ml allele, states 6078 and 5719A1 (described 
above). Both of these states originated from the al-ml 
allele which contained a complete Spm at the ^  locus 
and the dSpm elements were shown to be deletion 
derivatives of this "Spm element with 6078 being 2.2 kb 
in size and 5719A1, 789 bp in size. State 5719A1 had a 
colorless aleurone with small to medium size spots when 
Spm was present and colored aleurone when Spm was 
absent, whereas state 6078 showed almost full color in 
the presence of Spm and no color without Spm. Schwarz-
Sommer et al. (1985) concluded that the phenotypes of 
the kernels of states 6078 and 5719A1 in the presence or 
absence of Spm were due to the size and structure of the 
two dSpm elements. State 5719A1 was a small dSpm 
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element which did not have a polyadenylation signal or 
any splicing signals, and, because the RNA polymerase 
could read through this element, there was no 
interference with gene activity. When Sm was present, 
the suppressor and mutator protein was made (in this 
model suppressor and mutator functions were the 
different facets of a single protein) which bound to the 
ends of the dSpm element blocking RNA polymerase and 
hence inhibiting transcription. State 6078, in the 
absence of Sm. did interfere with gene activity because 
splice and polyadenylation signals were present causing 
a truncated protein to be formed, thus giving a null 
phenotype. When Spm was present, Spm allowed gene 
expression because the transposase could bind to the 
ends of the element forming a cruciform structure. This 
cruciform structure led to either frequent very early or 
very late excision events, allowing a functional protein 
to be made in almost every aleurone cell. This 
cruciform structure was not possible in state 5719A1 
because when this deletion derivative originated, one of 
the terminal inverted repeats was altered and did not 
allow the proper binding of the transposase. This 
alteration was probably responsible for the reduced 
response to the mutator function as the 5719A1 kernels 
only contained a few small spots. Schiefelbein et al. 
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(1985) also determined that the frequency and 
developmental timing of excision were due to alterations 
in the dSpm element. 
While differences in the dSpm elements at the same 
or different loci result in different responses to the 
Spm element functions, McClintock (1965; 1967) and Reddy 
and Peterson (1985) have shown, using the al-m2 (8004) 
allele and other alleles, that changes within Spm can 
affect the element's trans-acting functions. These data 
demonstrated that there are three types of Spm elements: 
1) a completely active element in which both the 
suppressor and mutator functions are active, 2) a 
completely inactive element, and 3) an Spm element in 
which the suppressor function is active and the mutator 
function is either inactive or late-acting resulting in 
no or small revertant sectors, respectively. Two 
additional points are important. Firstly, with Spm 
elements in which the suppressor function is inactive, 
the mutator function is always inactive, demonstrating 
that the suppressor function must either regulate the 
mutator function, or both functions are due to the same 
protein, as suggested by Schwarz-Sommer et al,. (1985) . 
Secondly, an inactive Spm element is not always a dSpm. 
McClintock (1965) and Fedoroff (1983) have reviewed the 
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phenomena of cyclical Spm elements which alternate 
between active and inactive states sometimes within the 
same kernel. 
The other phenomenon observed by McClintock (1967) 
is presetting (Fedoroff, 1983). An active Spm element, 
which must be present initially, programed a dSpm 
residing at a locus to express an exceptional phenotype 
at a later time in development. This exceptional 
phenotype was expressed in the absence of the active Spm 
element. Subsequent generations did not have this 
exceptional phenotype because the presetting was erased. 
McClintock (1967) stressed that the locus was not 
permanently modified by these events because it can 
undergo repeated cycles of the presetting action with 
the appropriate crosses. There were a few cases in 
which the presetting was not erased which suggests that 
the locus in these cases was permanently modified. 
Although transposable elements are found in so many 
diverse organisms, Orgel and Crick (1980) have stated 
that transposable elements are "selfish DNA" and have no 
function other than their own survival. In direct 
contrast to the "selfish DNA" concept, McClintock (1978, 
1984) has proposed a theory in which plants have evolved 
to respond to genetic and environmental stress by 
rearranging their genome with transposon-mediated 
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events. Freeling (1984) further states that he can not 
imagine a living system not exploiting transposons for 
something once they exist. Saedler and Nevers (1985) 
have examined transposon-induced mutations in 
Antirrhinum and Zea mays and revertant alleles of these 
unstable mutations. The revertants were due to excision 
of the transposon from the locus. Sequence data have 
shown that of the 16 revertants only one had the 
original wildtype sequence while the remainder contained 
as many as 8 more bases or 6 less bases than the 
wildtype. This type of data demonstrate that 
transposons do have the ability to make subtle changes 
to a gene which would suggest that transposons may have 
an evolutionary role. However, much more data are 
required before any definitive conclusions can be made. 
The Mutator Transposable Element System in 
Zea mays L. 
The maize transposable element system, which I will 
describe in the following section, is dramatically 
different from the Ac-Ds and Sm-dSpm controlling 
element systems in many aspects. 
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Discovery of Mutator 
Robertson (1978) first discovered Mutator (or Mu), 
when he genetically mapped y9 on the chromosome 10 
linkage map. He crossed plants, heterozygous for v9 
and marker genes, as males to stocks homozygous for the 
marker genes or to standard lines. The progeny were 
self-pollinated and then seedling tested to check for 
the presence of y9. It was in the seedling tests that 
Robertson noticed an unusually high number of new 
seedling mutants. Data, collected over a three year 
period of seedling tests, with kernels obtained in the 
same manner as above, demonstrated that the mutation 
rate of the y9 stocks was at least 16 times greater than 
that of non-y9 lines. Further experiments showed that 
some v9-derived stocks had mutation rates approximately 
30 times higher than the normal spontaneous mutation 
rate. 
Genetic characterization of Mutator 
This high mutation rate was attributed to a system 
named Mutator by Robertson. He showed that the 
inheritance of the Mutator system did not follow 
Mendelian segregation patterns; because when Mutator 
lines were outcrossed to standard lines, 90% of the 
progeny showed Mutator activity. In addition, of the 
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new mutants observed, 35% were unstable (or mutable) and 
65% were stable. 
Taken together, these observations indicated that 
the mutation rate and generation of unstable mutations 
may have been due to transposable elements. However, 
Robertson and Mascia (1981) determined that Mutator 
could not substitute for the regulatory element in the 
maize controlling element systems Dt-adt. Ac-Ds. En-I 
and Fcu-rcu (Gonella and Peterson, 1977). These systems 
were also tested for Mutator activity, but the mutation 
frequency of these systems was near to that of the 
controls. Thus, Mutator appeared to be a unique system. 
To determine when Mutator activity occurred during 
plant development, Robertson (1980) carried out three 
types of tests: (l) an allelism test of phenotypically 
similar male-transmitted mutations; (2) analyzing the 
clustering of phenotypically similar mutants on ear maps 
and testing these mutants for allelism; and (3) 
observing the induction of somatic sectors in Mutator 
plants heterozygous for plant and endosperm marker 
genes. The results from tests 1 and 2 established that 
most of the mutants tested for allelism arose very late 
in the development of the germline or during the post-
meiotic S phase, as ear sectors were very small and most 
mutants were not allelic. Observable somatic sectors in 
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Mu plants were not produced at a rate above the control 
population, supporting the hypothesis that Mutator-
induced somatic sectors occurred very late in 
development. Robertson (1981) also showed that there 
was a developmental rather than a chronological trigger 
for Mutator activity. The allelism tests also allowed a 
more accurate determination of the mutation rate now 
determined to be 50 to 100 times higher than the 
spontaneous mutation rate, because phenotypically 
similar mutations which previously were not counted as 
different mutations could now be differentiated. 
Molecular characterization of Mutator 
In 1982, work began on the molecular basis of 
Robertson's Mutator system. Strommer et (1982) 
characterized an Adhl mutation, isolated from a Mutator 
line. This mutant allele was chosen because an Adhl 
gene probe was available facilitating molecular 
analysis, and it was also relatively easy to select for 
Adhl mutations. To obtain an Adhl mutant, Strommer et 
al. (1982) crossed a Mutator line, which contained the 
Adhl-F allele, to a line homozygous for the Adhl-S 
alleles. Through allyl alcohol selection (Freeling and 
Cheng, 1978), an Adhl-S mutation called adhl-S3034 was 
recovered which had a 60% reduction in enzyme 
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expression. Crossing two lines which had 
electrophoretically distinct alleles allowed the 
unambiguous identification of the S and F alleles in the 
progeny. This, along with the recovery of the parental 
marker genes in the progeny, ensured that the adhl-S3034 
mutation was not due to pollen contamination. Southern 
blot hybridization data revealed the presence of an 
approximately 1.5 kb insertion in the 5' region of the 
gene. This insertion, close to the regulatory region of 
the Adhl gene, presumably caused a marked reduction in 
the amount of gene transcription and alcohol 
dehydrogenase synthesis. The mutation itself was much 
less stable than ethylmethane sulphonate-induced mutants 
and, as a result, two derivative alleles were recovered; 
adhl-S3034a (which had no wildtype Adhl activity) and 
adhl-S3034b (which expressed 13% of wildtype Adhl 
activity). Because the adhl-S3034 mutation occurred in 
a Mutator line by a DNA insertion in the gene, and was 
unstable, Strommer et (1982) suggested that the 
insertion was a transposable element which, by 
inference, probably contributed to the high mutation 
rate in Robertson's Mutator lines. 
In further experiments, Bennetzen et al. (1984) 
isolated genomic clones of adhl-S3034 and progenitor 
alleles, and located the DNA insertion in the mutant. 
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now shown to be 1.4 kb in size, to the first intron, the 
gene. Sequence data showed that the insertion was 
flanked by a 9 bp duplication of the host DNA. 
Duplication of host DNA at target sites is, as discussed 
previously, characteristic of transposable element 
insertions. Further evidence that the 1.4 kb element, 
dubbed Mul, contributed to Mutator activity was gained 
when another adhl-S mutant, again induced in a Mutator 
line, was found to have a 1.4 kb insertion with a 
similar restriction map to Mul. The ^ 1 element was 
sequenced by Barker et aj.. (1984) . It contains long 
inverted terminal repeats of 215 and 213 bp, 
respectively, which are 95% homologous, the extreme 28 
bp regions being entirely identical; two internal direct 
repeats (about 100 bp in length) which are 96% 
homologous, and four open -reading frames, two on each 
strand (Figure 5B in Section II of this thesis). Barker 
et al. (1984) pointed out that the length of the 
terminal inverted repeats of Mul are longer than any 
other plant transposon and are not homologous to the 
terminal inverted repeats of Ds, Cinl, SpmlS and Taml. 
The 104 bp direct repeats found just to the left and 
right of the central region appear to be unique to the 
Mul element, not being found on other sequenced 
transposable elements. The average GC content of Mul is 
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70%, but this is variable along the length of the 
element, with the central 60 bp portion having a low GC 
content of 26%. It is this central region which 
contains the only sequence (ATAATAAA) resembling the 
eukaryotic promoter signal TAATA. Several promoter 
sequences with partial homology to the eukaryotic 
promoter (CCAAT) have been observed in the central 
region, as has one sequence (AATAA) that was homologous 
to the polyadenylation sequence (AATAAA) found in animal 
and plant systems. Although regulatory signals and open 
reading frames are present in Mul, gene products have 
not been detected. Rowland and Strommer (1985), in 
analyzing the size and amount of Adhl mRNA produced in 
adhl mutants caused by Mul insertions, detected run off 
transcripts which included Mul. Other transcripts were 
also observed which were homologous to Mul and were 
short enough to be encoded within Mul. 
Further substantiation that Mul-like elements are 
involved in Mutator activity has been obtained. In 
Southern blot hybridization experiments, using Mul as a 
probe, Mutator lines only were shown to contain multiple 
copies (10-70) of Mul-homologous sequences interspersed 
throughout the genome (Bennetzen, 1984). Most of the 
copies of Mul-homologous sequences are the same size as 
Mul and are referred to as Mul-like. but larger and 
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smaller variants have been frequently observed. For 
example, Taylor et (1986) characterized a bronzel 
mutation from a Mutator line that contained an element 
similar to Mul except for a 380 bp insertion. This 
larger ^  element (Mul.7), however, cannot be a master 
element because there are Mutator lines which contain 
Mul-like elements, and no Mul.7 elements yet still have 
Mutator activity (Alleman and Freeling, 1986; Bennetzen 
et al., 1987). 
The observation that only Mutator lines had Mul-
like sequences and exhibited very high mutation 
frequencies confirmed the suggestion by Strommer et al. 
(1982) that Mul-like elements were a component of 
Mutator activity. Chandler et (1986) and B. A. Roth 
(personal communication. Department of Genetics, Iowa 
State University), however, have examined non-Mutator 
inbred lines for the presence of Mul-homoloaous 
sequences and found one to three copies of intact Mul 
elements and twenty to forty copies of terminal repeat 
sequences per genome. These lines tested negative for 
Mutator activity. It was now rapidly becoming 
established that Mul was indeed involved in Mutator 
activity because an al mutation (O'Rielly et al., 1985), 
three adhl mutations (Rowland and Strommer, 1985), two 
bzl mutations (Taylor et ^ ., 1986), and a sh mutation 
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(B. Burr, personal communication, Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, New York) all induced in Mutator lines, were 
due to a 1.4 or 1.7 kb insertion within these genes. 
Also, these 1.4 or 1.7 kb insertions were homologous to 
the Mul element. In further studies of Mutator-induced 
mutants, Robertson and Stinard (1987) determined that at 
least twelve of the many Mutator-induced vq2 mutants 
they isolated were due to deletions in the region of the 
vcf2 locus. Taylor and Walbot (1985) molecularly 
characterized a deletion adjacent to a Mul element 
inserted within the Adhl gene. They showed that a 74 bp 
deletion had occurred which started precisely at the Mul 
insertion site and extended 74 bp upstream, but the Mul 
element remained intact. Robertson and Stinard (1987) 
have suggested that some of these deletions may be 
caused by crossovers between two Mu elements, which have 
inserted into homologous chromosomes. 
Regulation of Mutator and Mu element transposition 
Alleman and Freeling (1986) studied the 
transmission of ^  elements to the progeny of outcrossed 
and selfed pollinated Mutator lines. They selfed 
pollinated and outcrossed a Mutator line and examined 
parent and progeny plants for Mu element copy number, 
including the segregation patterns of restriction 
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fragments containing Mu elements. The outcross progeny 
maintained the copy number of the Mutator parent but 
parental restriction fragments containing Mu elements 
segregated in a Mendelian fashion, according to Southern 
Blot hybridization data. Although parental Mu elements 
segregated with expected ratios to the progeny, 10 to 15 
Mu elements appeared on new restriction fragments 
presumably due to Mu element transposition to new 
genomic locations. These new genomic locations of Mu 
elements, according to Alleman and Freeling (1986) and 
Bennetzen et al. (1987), were due to Mu elements 
transposing by a replicative mechanism at a very high 
frequency. Alleman and Freeling (1986) estimated that 
the frequency of a Mu element inserting into a specific 
gene was 5.0 x 10~® to 1.25 x 10 ^ insertions per locus 
per genome per generation which agreed with the mutation 
frequency (4.0 x 10 ^ to 7.5 x 10~^) of a Mutator line 
studied by Robertson (1985). The progeny from selfed 
Mutator plants had double the number of copies of Mul 
homologous elements per genome than the Mutator parent. 
The copy number, however, remained the same with 
subsequent self-pollinations, while the transposition 
frequency of Mu elements (Alleman and Freeling, 1986) 
and the mutation frequency (Robertson, 1983) decreased 
significantly. Alleman and Freeling (1986) concluded 
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that the copy number was regulated such that the copy 
number control mechanism would maintain the copy number 
at a constant level (2 0-30 elements/diploid genome). 
They also determined that in order for the copy number 
to be maintained, Mu elements must transpose during the 
gametophyte stage and before fertilization. If ^  
transposition occurred following meiosis the copy number 
would initially be half that of the parent and then 
would double to the parental copy number. Therefore, 
the outcross progeny, which only received Mu elements 
from the Mutator line, would have a copy number equal to 
the parent. The progeny from self-pollination would 
have double the parental copies of Mu elements because 
both parents are contributing Mu elements. In 
subsequent generations of selfing the regulation 
mechanism would keep the copy number constant. 
Robertson et (1985) have also shown that 
the copy number of Mu elements in the genome played a 
role in the mutation rate, but was not the complete 
answer to the regulation of Mutator activity. They 
determined that the copy number of stable derivatives of 
three al mutable mutants fal-Muml. al-Mum2. al-Mum31, 
induced in Mutator lines, was about 8 to 10 copies per 
genome. Attempts to restore the somatic mutability by 
crossing the stables to a Mutator line succeeded with 
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al-Muml and al-MumS. and the copy number increased from 
8-10 to 15-16 copies per genome showing a possible 
correlation between copy number and Mutator activity. 
The somatic mutability of al-Mum2. on the other hand, 
was not restored when crossed to a Mu line even though 
there was an approximate two-fold increase in copy 
number. 
In a similar study, Chandler and Walbot (1986) 
examined a line containing an unstable bronze2 (bz2.) 
allele induced in an active Mutator line. This allele 
showed numerous purple revertant sectors on a bronze 
kernel which was characteristic of aleurone color 
mutants induced in Mutator lines. Several lineages were 
observed which had a decreased transmission of 
variegated kernels, and plants which had this distorted 
segregation were analyzed molecularly. DNA, isolated 
from these plants, was digested with the restriction 
enzyme Hinfl. which cleaves Mu elements within the 
terminal inverted repeats (see Figure 3 in Section III 
of this thesis). The resulting DNA fragments were 
separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, transferred to 
a membrane, and hybridized with a Mul-specific probe. 
Plants which showed a normal segregation pattern 
contained only the expected Mul Hinfl fragment sizes, 
but plants with a distorted transmission contained 
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decreased amounts of the expected Hinfl size fragments 
but larger fragments were observed. These larger 
fragments were not a result of incomplete digestion but 
resulted from the inability of the enzyme to digest at 
its target sites within the elements. 
The samples which showed an altered pattern of 
Hinfl digestion were digested with several other enzymes 
(TagI, Tthllll, Ball and Mlul) that also cleave within 
the Mu elements. TaqI and Tthllll produced the expected 
restriction fragment sizes while Ball and Mlul showed an 
altered pattern much like the Hinfl pattern. Ball is 
sensitive to 5-methyldeoxycytosine residues at its 
restriction site while Taal and Hinfl are sensitive to 
adenosine methylation. Taal and Hinfl cut at the the 
same point in the inverted terminal repeats and as Taal 
cleaves the modified DNA to completion, inhibition of 
digestion due to adenosine methylation probably did not 
cause the lack of complete Hinfl digestion. Chandler 
and Walbot (1986) have proposed that when the element at 
bz2-mul was modified it was no longer capable of 
promoting somatic reversion. 
Similar results were obtained when Bennetzen (1985) 
examined Mutator lines which had been inbred for up to 4 
generations (Robertson, 1983). Robertson (1983) 
increased the putative dosage of Mu from 1 to 2 or 4 
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doses by inbreeding, which increased the mutation 
frequency to above 30%. Increasing the putative dose to 
8 dramatically reduced the mutation rate to 20%, and to 
about 1% with a putative dose of 16. The parents and 
the outcross of these Mu per se lines showed a similar 
pattern but at lower mutation frequencies. Once Mutator 
was inactivated, it remained inactive for at least three 
generations of outcrossing (Robertson, 198 6). Bennetzen 
(1985) demonstrated that lines which have lost Mutator 
activity due to inbreeding (Mu^® per se) contained 
hypermethylated Mul-homologous sequences while active 
Mutator lines contained unmethylated elements. On 
the other hand, Mutator lines which had lost Mutator 
activity upon outcrossing did not show hypermethylated 
Mu elements in the genome. This was in direct contrast 
to Walbot's data (1986) which showed that stable bz2-mul 
kernels from outcrossing contained many modified 
sequences. Bennetzen (personal communication, Depart­
ment of Biological Sciences, Purdue University) has 
since demonstrated that this hypermethylation of Mul 
elements is covalent methylation of restriction 
endonuclease sites within the ^ 1 element. Lines which 
have lost Mutator activity upon outcrossing could regain 
this activity if crossed to an active Mutator. This was 
not true for inbred lines which have lost Mutator 
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activity (Robertson et al., 1985). Therefore, Mutator 
activity may be regulated differently in those instances 
where activity is lost upon outcrossing then when 
Mutator activity is lost upon inbreeding. 
Another aspect of the effect of inbreeding on 
Mutator activity is that the female parent may affect 
Mutator activity. If the inbred line which has lost 
Mutator activity was used as a female, the incoming Mu 
elements from the active line became modified 
(Bennetzen, personal communication; Robertson, 1986). 
In progeny from the reciprocal cross, however, 
consistently less than 50% of the Mu elements were 
modified (Bennetzen, personal communication) showing a 
maternal effect for the active state. Walbot (personal 
communication. Department of Biological Sciences, 
Stanford University) has seen similar results from 
studying the inheritance of somatic instability at the 
bz2-mul allele. Walbot (personal communication) and 
Roth and Robertson (personnel communication, Department 
of Genetics, Iowa State University) have also shown that 
the presence of somatic instability was not an absolute 
criterion for determining if the Mu elements were 
germinally active or inactive. They found that 
sometimes a kernel may have somatic revertant sectors, 
which indicated an active system, but upon outcrossing 
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the majority of the progeny kernels were somatically 
stable and the elements were modified. It is obvious 
from the above data that there is much yet to learn 
about the regulation of the Mutator system in maize. 
Origin of Mutator 
Many chromosomal rearrangements in bacteria, 
Drosophila. and maize are due to transposable elements 
(Fedoroff, 1983; Rubin, 1983; Grindley and Reed, 1985). 
Scientists, therefore, have speculated on the origin of 
transposable elements and their biological significance. 
Nevers and Saedler (1977) concluded that transposons can 
promote genomic reshuffling which provides the organism 
with a means of adapting to the environment. McClintock 
(1978, 1984) proposed that genomic stress triggers 
normally quiescent systems (transposable elements) to 
restructure the genome. Unusually high levels of 
genetic alterations in barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV) 
and wheat streak mosaic virus-infected plants and their 
progeny were noted by Sprague et al. (1963). Seven 
shrunken mutations were isolated from these virus 
infected lines and six were caused by DNA insertions 
(Dellaporta et , 1984). One of these insertions was 
a 3.6 kb transposable element (Tz86) present in 
approximately 10 to 20 copies in maize plants. An adh 
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mutant, isolated from a line which had been infected 
with BSMV (Mottinger et aj.. , 1984), was caused by a 3.3 
kb transposable element named Bsl. These studies 
suggested that infection by BSMV and other viruses may 
trigger the transposition of cryptic transposable 
elements. It is possible, therefore, that a viral 
infection or some form of genomic stress triggered the 
Mutator system. This hypothesis is supported by two 
facts: 1) that only a few lines have the high mutation 
rate and high ^  copy number characteristic of the 
Mutator system, indicating a recent triggering and 2) 
most maize lines examined contain a very low copy number 
(1 to 8) of Mul-homologous sequences, which shows that 
any maize line has the capability of becoming a Mutator 
line (B. A. Roth, personal communication. Department of 
Genetics, Iowa State University; Chandler et al., 1986). 
It is apparent that a high percentage of maize DNA has 
the characteristics of transposable elements as shown 
with Bsl, Tz86 and Cinl. all of which are middle 
repetitive DNA. It is possible that much of the middle 
repetitive DNA (40% of the genome) in maize is or was 
transposable DNA. It has been shown that all of the 
middle repetitive Drosophila DNA has the potential to be 
transposable DNA (Freeling, 1984). 
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Summary of the Mutator transposable element system 
The Mutator system is quite different from other 
maize transposable element systems and other plant 
transposons. This is evident in the high mutation rate 
which is much higher for the Mutator system. The Ac-Ds 
and Spm-dSpm systems have mutation frequencies close to 
the spontaneous mutation rate (Robertson and Mascia, 
198 0) . The structure of the Mul element, because of the 
long inverted terminal repeats, is more closely related 
to that of TnlO, a bacterial transposon, than any other 
plant transposon. Mutator activity occurs at a very 
specific developmental time (late in development) rather 
then throughout plant development as with the Ac-Ds or 
Spm-dSm. Also, the Mutator system has not been 
demonstrated thus far to be a two element system as with 
most other maize systems described to date (Bennetzen, 
1985). Schnable and Peterson (1986) have described an 
activator for a Mul element at the bronzel locus which 
may prove that there is a master element in the Mutator 
system and Robertson (personal communication. Department 
of Genetics, Iowa State University) has found putative 
two element regulation of some Mutator-induced al 
alleles. 
Some questions that still need to be answered are; 
1) are there preferential insertion sites, 2) are all 
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mutations induced in Mutator lines caused by Mul or 
Mul.7, 3) why are 65% of the mutations induced in 
Mutator lines stable and 4) how is Mutator regulated? 
There is preliminary data for all of these questions. 
The Adhl mutants examined all have Mul insertions in the 
first intron but at different sites and all the 
insertion sites of Mutator which have been sequenced are 
different although they are GC rich. Rowland and 
Strommer (1986) have examined a shrunken mutation 
induced in a Mutator line and found a 1.4 kb insertion 
in the first exon indicating that there may not be 
preferential insertion sequences. The Mu-induced 
mutations examined to date have all been caused by 
either Mul or Mul.7. There are larger and smaller forms 
of Mul-homologous sequences in Mutator lines. Masterson 
et (1985) have shown that a wx mutation isolated 
from a Mutator line was caused by a 2.1 kb insertion and 
Strommer (personal communication, Department of 
Genetics, University of Georgia) has found a 1.95 kb 
insertion in another wx mutation induced in Mu line. 
Thus far, the molecular basis for why 65% of the 
mutations induced in Mu lines are stable versus 35% 
which are mutable has not been determined. The number 
of stable mutations may be a result of the mechanism of 
regulation of Mutator which is itself a question. 
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Mutator activity can be lost by inbreeding and 
outcrossing. Bennetzen (personal communication, 
Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University) 
stated that loss by inbreeding was due to covalent 
methylation of Mu sequences, while loss due to 
outcrossing was not. Walbot (1986) believes that all 
loss was associated with modification of the Mu elements 
whether it be by inbreeding or outcrossing. It is 
obvious that methylation plays a role in Mutator 
regulation but it is not known if it is the cause or 
result of Mu element inactivation. 
Uses of the Mutator system 
Another aspect of Mutator is its use as a tool for 
studying basic biological questions such as gene 
regulation. This can be approached in two ways. First, 
determine how Mutator is regulated, which may answer how 
genes are turned on and off at different developmental 
times, and secondly determine the affect that ^  element 
insertions have upon gene transcription and translation. 
Mutator could also be used for tagging genes for 
isolation and characterization. This is feasible 
because of the frequent transpositions of Mu elements 
(10-15 per genome per generation) (Alleman and Freeling, 
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1986) and the random insertions within the genome 
(Robertson, 1985). 
This work was designed to answer some of the 
questions posed above. Specifically, are there elements 
other than Mul or Mul.7 which cause mutations in Mutator 
lines? Are there preferential insertion sites for Mu 
sequences and what is the difference between stable and 
mutable loci? The shrunken and bronzel loci were chosen 
because of the availability of gene probes. Using 
standard molecular techniques, four shrunken and two 
bronzel mutations, induced in Mutator lines, were 
examined. 
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SECTION I: CHARACTERIZATION AND COMPARISON OF 
SHRUNKEN ALLELES IN DIFFERENT LINES 
Zea mays L. 
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ABSTRACT 
Shrunken (Sh) alleles in two standard maize lines, 
Q60 and B70, were characterized molecularly by restric­
tion endonuclease digestion and Southern blot hybridiz­
ation. The restriction maps obtained from these data 
were compared to previously determined maps of three 
other Sh alleles from different lines. Nine restriction 
sites within the transcription unit were identical in 
all five alleles and six sites in the 5' region trans­
cription unit and promoter region were conserved in four 
alleles, indicating a high degree of conservation within 
the transcribed region of different Sh alleles. The B70 
Sh allele, when compared to the Q60 allele, contained a 
150 bp insertion within the cental region of the trans­
cription unit, probably in an intron. Other investi­
gators showed showed that insertions and deletions of 3 0 
to 100 bp within introns of various Sh alleles were not 
uncommon. The region adjacent to the polyadenylation 
site showed a high degree of restriction fragment length 
polymorphism. The high degree of conservation within 
the gene and the apparent lack of conservation within 
the adjacent region strongly suggests that the enzyme 
sucrose synthase, coded for by the Sh gene, has an im­
portant function in the physiology of the maize plant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Shrunken (Sh) locus of Zea mays L. is located 
on the short arm of chromosome 9. This locus was so 
called because mutations at this locus, when made 
homozygous, condition a shrunken or collapsed phenotype 
of the dried kernel due to reduced amounts of starch in 
the endosperm. Schwartz (1960) was the first to 
identify a protein product produced by the gene at this 
locus, and it was Chourey and Nelson (1976) who 
determined that this protein was the enzyme, sucrose 
synthase (E.G. 2.4.1.13), and that it appeared to be 
present only in the developing endosperm. The enzyme, 
which in its active form appears to be composed of four 
identical subunits (Chourey et al., 1986), is important 
in starch metabolism of the growing endosperm. It 
catalyzes the reversible conversion of sucrose to UDP-
glucose and fructose. The precise role of the enzyme 
in the starch biosynthetic pathway is not known, 
however, but there is considerable evidence that it 
functions by making UDP-glucose available for starch 
synthesis. Mutations at the Sh locus decrease sucrose 
synthase activity to approximately 2 to 6% of normal, 
leading to a decrease in the starch content of the 
mature kernel by 40%, resulting in the collapsed 
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appearance of the dried kernel. It is not known why 
such a high residual starch content is present in the 
mutants. It may be that the enzyme is in a large 
excess in wild type lines, or alternative pathways of 
starch biosynthesis may be used in the mutants. 
Sucrose synthase also plays an important role in 
starch metabolism of the growing plant. Chourey et al. 
(1986) have demonstrated the presence of sucrose 
synthase activity in seedling roots and shoots. In 
addition, Springer et aj.. (1986) showed that the gene 
was transcribed at a high rate in these tissues, but 
was reduced by 95% in the first and second leaves upon 
greening. 
A second sucrose synthase enzyme, designated SS2 
to distinguish it from the former enzyme SSI, has been 
detected (Chourey, 1981) This enzyme, unlike the 
former, is constitutively expressed at a very low level 
in all plant tissues. Both sucrose synthase enzymes 
are immunologically and biochemically identical, but 
can be distinguished from each other by electrophoresis 
and peptide digest analysis (Echt and Chourey, 1985). 
Furthermore, McCormick et al. (1982) showed earlier 
that the genes encoding both sucrose synthase enzymes 
(designated Sh and SS2, respectively) contain sequence 
homology. 
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Sucrose synthase offers attractive possibilities 
for the study of gene regulation in maize for a number 
of different reasons. Both genes are under quite 
different regulatory controls, with Sh being 
developmentally and physiologically regulated, whereas 
SS2 is expressed constitutively. The enzyme itself 
plays a role in both respiration and starch 
biosynthesis, and is important, therefore, in the 
physiology of the maize plant from germination through 
to maturation. The Sh gene has also been used for 
studying controlling elements and other transposable 
elements present in maize, due to its easily 
recognizable mutant phenotype, the high levels of Sh 
mRNA produced in the endosperm and the availability of 
cloned Sh gene sequences (Sheldon et al., 1983). The 
thorough genetic analysis of many transposable element-
induced sh mutations has led to several of these mutant 
alleles being molecularly cloned and characterized, and 
the structures of the transposable elements accociated 
with them determined (Geiser et , 1982; Courage-
Tebbe et ^ ., 1983; Fedoroff et , 1983). 
In this study, we deduced and compared the 
structures of the Sh alleles in the standard maize 
lines Q60 and B70 using Southern blot hybridization and 
restriction mapping. Several isoalleles of ^  have 
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been molecularly characterized in the past (Geiser et 
al.. 1982; Burr ^  al., 1983; Courage-Tebbe et al., 
1983; Werr et , 1985). Studies such as these are 
important for two main reasons. First, they aid in 
identifying conserved sequences upstream of the 
structural gene that may be important in regulation; 
secondly, the amount of sequence polymorphism 
surrounding the gene, a feature common to most plant 
genes, can be determined. These studies have been 
aided by the work of Werr et (1985) who have 
delineated the extent and structure of the Sh gene 
using the combined techniques of Northern hybridization 
for transcription analysis, DNA sequencing, and primer 
extension to identify putative promoter regions. They 
showed that the gene is 5.4 kb in length and encodes 
for an mRNA transcript that is 2746 nucleotides in 
size. The gene itself consists of 16 exons, ranging in 
size from 52 bp to 319 bp, and 15 introns, 75 bp to 
1014 bp in size, the largest being the first. Another 
point of interest in characterizing these two alleles 
was to aid in the molecular analysis of Robertson's 
Mutator system. Robertson's Mutator is a transposable 
element system in maize distinguished by its ability to 
induce high rates of mutation at many gene loci 
(Robertson, 1985). Over the years, Robertson has used 
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the standard lines Q60 and B70 in the genetic analysis 
of this system (D. S. Robertson, personal 
communication, Department of Genetics, Iowa State 
University). Therefore, a careful characterization of 
the Sh alleles in both these lines was a necessary 
preliminary step for analyzing the molecular basis of 
mutations induced at this locus by Mutator. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Maize Lines 
The maize lines used in this study were supplied 
by Dr. D. S. Robertson, Iowa State University. 
Standard line Q60 is a hybrid derived by crossing two 
inbred lines, Q66 and Q67. The standard line B70 was 
generated in a similar manner from the inbred lines B77 
and B79. Material used for DNA analysis was obtained 
by self pollinating Q50 and B70 plants and harvesting the 
kernels approximately 40 days after pollination. 
DNA Isolation 
High molecular weight maize DNA was isolated by 
the procedure of Rivin et (1982) . Briefly, kernels 
were quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground to a fine 
powder using a Polytron homogenizer and resuspended in 
an extraction buffer consisting of 0.3 M sucrose, 50 mM 
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 5 mM MgCl^. The suspension was 
filtered through several layers of sterilized 
cheesecloth and centrifuged at 3 60 X g for 10 min to 
pellet nuclei. The nuclei were resuspended and lysed 
in a lysis buffer consisting of 20 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-
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HCl (pH 8.0), and 1% Sarcosyl (Sigma Scientific Co., 
St. Louis, MO) and the solution centrifuged at 17,000 X 
g for 30 min. The clear supernatant was poured off and 
the refractive index adjusted to 1.3 89 with cesium 
chloride. Ethidium bromide was added to 500 ug/ml and 
the DNA banded by ultracentrifugation in a TV865 
vertical rotor at 55,000 rpm for 8 hr. DNA bands were 
removed from the gradients by side puncture of the 
tubes. Ethidium bromide was extracted from the samples 
with saturated n-butanol, and cesium chloride removed 
by dialysis. DNA was concentrated and stored at -20°C 
until used. 
DNA Probes 
DNA probes for the Shrunken gene were isolated 
from plasmid pl7.6 (Sheldon et ^ ., 1983), a gift of 
Curt Hannah, University of Florida. Plasmid DNA was 
isolated by the cleared-lysate procedure (Clewell and 
Helinski, 1972) and purified using cesium chloride-
ethidium bromide density ultracentrifugation. Plasmid 
pl7.6 consists of a 10.5 kb EcoRl Sh fragment, isolated 
from a Black Mexican Sweet maize line, subcloned into 
pBR322. The Sh fragment contains the entire 
transcription unit, and a 3.3 kb region 3' to the gene. 
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Sh-specific probes were isolated from this plasmid by 
digestion with Sstl. Fragments were separated by 
electrophoresis on purified agarose gels (BioRad, 
Richmond, CA), the appropriate bands cut out of the gel 
and electroeluted using the Schleicher and Schuell 
Elutrap system (Schleicher and Schuell Inc., Keene, 
NH), extracted once each with phenol and chloroform, 
and the DNA precipitated with ethanol. The purified 
DNA fragments were radioactively labeled with [alpha-
^^P]dCTP (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA) by the 
random hexamer primer reaction (Feinberg and 
Vogelstein, 1983) to a specific activity of 1 X 10® to 
Q 
6 X 10 cpm/ug of DNA using a kit (Pharmacia, 
Piscataway, NJ). Probe A comprised a 1.8 kb Sstl 
fragment containing the 3' region of the transcription 
unit to just beyond the polyadenylation site. Probe B 
was a 4.0 kb Sstl fragment specific for the 5' region 
of the transcription unit of Sh up to the twelfth exon. 
Probe C was a 3.3 kb Sstl fragment specific for the 3' 
region flanking the Sh gene. 
Southern Blot Hybridization 
High molecular weight maize DNA was digested with 
restriction endonucleases at concentrations of 4 to 5 
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units/ug DNA following the manufacturers' specifi­
cations (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA; Bethesda 
Research Labs, Gaithersburg, MD). Usually, 10 ug DNA 
were used per electrophoresis well. In order to ensure 
complete digestion of the DNA, incubation was carried 
out for 2 hr, then an additional 3 to 5 units/ug DNA 
were added and the incubation continued for an 
additional 2 hrs. The resulting fragments were 
separated by electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose gels for 
18 hr at 50 V. Gels were stained with ethidium 
bromide, photographed under UV light using an MP4 
Polaroid Land Camera and Type 55 film (Polaroid Corp., 
Cambridge, MA) and the fragments transferred to a nylon 
membrane (Genatran; Fiasco, Inc., Woburn, MA) using the 
procedure of Southern (1975). 
DNA was fixed to the membranes by baking them for 
2 hr at 80°C. The membranes were then prehybridized at 
42°C for at least 6 hr in a hybridization solution (50% 
(v/v) deionized formamide; 3X SSC (0.45 M sodium 
chloride, 0.045 M sodium citrate); 5X Denhardt's 
solution (0.1% Ficoll; 0.1% Bovine serum albumin, 
fraction V; 0.1% polyvinylpyrrolidone); 100 ug/ml of 
denatured and sheared salmon sperm DNA and 1% (w/v) 
sodium dodecyl sulfate). Following prehybridization, 
the membranes were hybridized in the same solution plus 
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5% (w/v) dextran sulfate with a DNA probe 
(approximately 25 ng DNA were used, equivalent to 
approximately 2 X 10^ cpm per membrane). After 24 hr 
incubation at 42°C, the membranes were rinsed twice 
with 500 ml of wash buffer (15 mM sodium chloride; 1.5 
mM sodium citrate and 0.1% (w/v) SDS) at room 
temperature, then washed in the same solution at 60°C 
for 1 hr. The filters were blotted dry and exposed to 
XAR-50 X-Ray film at -70°C with a Lightening Plus 
Intensifying Screen (Dupont, Wilmington, DE) for 1-7 
days. Membranes were prepared for rehybridization by 
boiling them in 2 liters of wash solution for 15 
minutes in a microwave oven to remove all bound probe, 
then prehybridized for 6 hr and hybridized to another 
probe as described previously. 
Fragment Size Determination 
Lambda DNA samples digested with Hindlll. Pstl. 
and BstEII were routinely included on all gels for 
fragment size determination. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Restriction maps of the Sh alleles in standard 
lines Q60 and B70 (subsequently referred to as Sh-060 
and Sh-B70) were generated by digesting genomic DNA with 
Ball, Balll. Hindlll. PstI and SstI and hybridizing the 
Southern blots sequentially with each of the three Sh-
specific probes described in the previous section. The 
autoradiographs generated by these analyses are shown in 
Figures lA, IB and IC. The restriction maps deduced 
from these data are shown in Figure 2. Also shown, is a 
comparison between the Sh alleles in Q60 and B70 and 
other Sh alleles that have been characterized by 
restriction mapping. These alleles were Sh-BMS. 
isolated from a Black Mexican Sweet tissue culture line 
(Sheldon et , 1983; Zack et gl., 1986), Sh-Zm (Geiser 
et al.. 1982) and Sh-McC (Burr et al., 1983). A 
structural map of the Sh gene showing intron-exon 
junctions (Werr et , 1985) was aligned with the 
restriction maps of all these alleles. 
When the Sh-060 and Sh-B70 alleles were compared, a 
high degree of restriction site conservation was noted 
within the gene. The same degree of conservation was 
seen in the other Sh alleles compared here. However, 
between Sh-Q60 and Sh-B70. two restriction fragment 
Figure 1. Southern blot hybridizations of the Sh-B70 and Sh-060 alleles. 
Genomic DNAs were digested with the enzymes indicated, 
electrophoresed through agarose gels, blotted and hybridized 
with Sh-specific probes. (A) hybridization with probe A, 
specific for the 3' transcription unit; (B) hybridization with 
probe B, specific for the 5' transcribed region; (C) 
hybridization with probe C, specific for the 3' region flanking 
the gene. The size of the bands are in kb (kilobase pairs) and 
were estimated using lambda DNA digested with BstEII. Hindlll. 
and Psti as molecular weight standards 
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Figure 2. Restriction endonuclease recognition sites within five Sh alleles 
from different maize lines. The restriction maps of Sh-060 and 
Sh-B70 were prepared from the data in Figure 1, and the remaining 
maps were redrawn from previous studies fSh-Zm. Geiser et al.. 
1982; Sh-McC. Burr ^  , 1983; Sh-BMS, Sheldon et , 1983). 
Exon and intron positions were obtained from Werr et al. (1985). 
The probes used were isolated from plasmid pl7.6, which contained 
a genomic clone of the Sh-BMS allele as described in the text. 
Restriction endonuclease designations are; B = Bcfll. Bg = Bcflll. 
H = Hindlll. P = PstI. and S = SstI 
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length polymorphisms (RFLP) were found in the 
transcription unit. Firstly, digestion with HindiII 
showed that, although the 3' fragment was conserved in 
both alleles (Figure lA), an additional Hindlll site was 
present in Sh-B70. This resulted in two bands (2.5 and 
2.3 kb in size) in the Sh-B70 compared to a single band 
(4.8 kb) in Sh-Q60 using probe B (Figure IB). Secondly, 
there was a consistently similar increase in the sizes 
of bands seen in the Sh-B70 profiles compared to those 
seen in Sh-Q60 when the same probe was used. For 
example, following SstI digestion, the band seen in Sh-
B70 was about 150 bp larger than that seen in Sh-060 
(4.15 kb compared to 4.0 kb). Similar increases in size 
were noted in bands generated by PstI and Ball. Bcrlll 
digestion released two hybridizing bands in both lines. 
The top band seen in Sh-B70 was larger than the 
equivalent band in Sh-060. again by 150 bp (3.65 
compared to 3.5 kb); however, the lower smaller band was 
the same size (1.12 kb) in both lines (Figure IB). This 
suggested to us that the Sh-B70 allele contained a 
putative insertion, approximately 150 bp in size, 
located to the central region of the transcription unit 
(Figure 2). This had resulted in similar increases in 
the sizes of bands, compared to equivalent ones in Sh-
Q60, generated by different restriction endonucleases 
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with target sites on either side of the putative 
insertion. 
Alternatively, the results could be interpreted as 
indicating that a deletion had occurred to give rise to 
the Sh-060 allele. The exact nature of this polymor- • 
phism can only be resolved by the detailed molecular 
analysis of both alleles in this region. Nevertheless, 
it is surprising that such a large polymorphism exists 
within a structural gene. Furthermore, the size of the 
polymorphism, 150 bp, is similar to intron and exon 
sizes (75 to 217 bp) in this region of this Sh gene 
(Werr et , 1985) . Generally, the transcribed regions 
of maize genes have been shown to be highly conserved in 
different alleles (Johns ^  al,., 1983; see later 
discussion). Nucleotide sequencing has revealed, 
however, small polymorphisms, usually involving a few 
bases, which are small duplications caused by the 
insertion and excision of transposable elements (Saedler 
and Nevers, 1985; Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985). 
Recently, Zack ^  aJ. (198 6) have shown that sequence 
differences between the Sh allele described by Werr et 
al. (1985) and Sh-BMS were probably due to the insertion 
and excision of transposable elements into introns. The 
visitation of transposable elements resulted in direct 
duplications (4 to 8 bp) and insertions (15 bp to 13 6 
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bp) all within introns. The duplications presumably 
resulted from the insertion and subsequent excision of a 
transposable element from the gene as described by the 
model proposed by Saedler and Nevers (1985). Zack et 
al. (1986) postulated that the putative insertions were 
examples of situations existing during visitation of a 
transposable element, and this was verified by the 13 6 
bp insertion which had all the structural character­
istics of a transposable element. Zack et al. (1986) 
have examined other Sh alleles for sequence differences 
and found insertions and deletions ranging in size from 
30 to 100 bp. Therefore, the 150 bp insertion in Sh-B7 0 
was not unusual but nevertheless remains quite 
interesting because this relatively large insertion has 
no apparent affect upon gene activity. In addition, the 
structure and position of the insertion could be quite 
important in studying ^  gene evolution. It is 
interesting to note that Sh-BMS (which also contains an 
insertion) is similar to Sh-B70, insofar as it contains 
a HindiII site within the center of the transcription 
unit. The sequence data of the Sh-BMS allele, deduced 
by Zack et al. (1986), showed that a HindiII site 
occurred at a similar place as in Sh-B70. and was in an 
intron 7 bp downstream of the seventh exon-intron 3' 
splice site. 
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No RFLPs were seen at the 5' region of the Sh-Q60 
and Sh-B70 alleles, although we should point out that 
the method of analysis used here could not detect 
differences that altered restriction fragments by less 
than 50 bp. Ball and PstI sites at the 5' end were 
conserved in other Sh alleles mapped for these enzymes 
(Sh-McC and Sh-Zm). The conservation of the 5' region 
upstream from the transcription unit suggests that it 
contained the promoter and other regulatory sequences 
necessary for Sh gene function. 
Hybridization profiles of genomic digests of Sh-060 
and Sh-B70 using probe C showed considerable 
dissimilarities, however, indicating that a high degree 
of RFLP existed at the 3• region of the Sh locus beyond 
the polyadenylation site (Figure IC). The RFLP 
surrounding the Sh gene documented in this study has 
also been noted by Burr et (1983) who made similar 
observations using the Sh-060 allele and the Sh allele 
isolated from a line used by McClintock (Burr and Burr, 
1980), and is also seen in the other Sh alleles compared 
here. Similar patterns of RFLP have been seen in other 
maize alleles. Johns et (1983) and Sutton et al. 
(1984), for example, found a high level of RFLP adjacent 
to the Adhl locus. Johns et (1983) compared the 
restriction maps of seven Adhl alleles and showed that 
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the transcription unit and adjacent sequences had 
identical restriction maps while the flanking regions 
varied a great deal. These Adhl alleles encoded enzymes 
which had altered enzyme specificities or 
electrophoretic mobilities. Therefore, the 
transcription unit could only be described as relatively 
conserved. These observations are not confined to maize 
genes. Leigh Brown and Ish-Horowicz (1981) compared the 
restriction maps of two heat shock loci in three 
Drosophila species, D. melanoaaster. D. simulans and D. 
mauritiana. They found very little variation within the 
transcription unit but many changes in restriction 
endonuclease sites ouside this region. 
Structural variation in and around eucaryotic genes 
has often been ascribed to multiple insertion and 
excision events of transposable elements. It is 
possible that transposable element insertions in the 3' 
region of the Sh locus may have altered restriction 
endonuclease sites or promoted gross chromosomal 
rearrangements such as deletions and inversions. Werr 
et al. (1985) have shown that, in the 3' untranslated 
region of two Sh alleles, two duplications were present 
that may have been caused by the insertion and subse­
quent excision of transposable elements. 
A second hypothesis is that this flanking DNA is 
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itself mobile middle repetitive DNA. Freeling (1984) 
has suggested that maize middle repetitive DNA may be, 
or have the potential to be, transposable element DNA, 
just as most or all of Drosophila middle repetitive DNA 
seems to consist of copia. P-elements or other 
transposable element DNA. If this is true, the movement 
of mobile DNA would explain why there is such a large 
amount of variation around eucaryotic structural genes. 
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Section II: MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF shrunken 
MUTATIONS INDUCED IN MUTATOR LINES OF 
Zea mays L. 
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ABSTRACT 
Four shrunken fsh) mutants were independently 
isolated from Robertson's Mutator lines. A molecular 
analysis of each mutant determined that the lesions 
responsible for these mutations were DNA insertions 
located mainly in the 5' region of the gene with one 
mutant containing two insertions. The location of all 
but one insertion in the 5' region of the gene suggests 
that these transposable elements have an insertion 
specificity for this area. Only two of the five 
insertions appeared to be structurally related to Mul or 
Mul.7 elements. One of these insertions was 5.5 kb in 
size which, thus far, is the largest insertion observed 
in a Mutator-induced mutant allele. A 1.4 kb element 
was cloned from the sh-1746 mutant allele and shown to 
have no sequence homology with the entire Mul element by 
restriction mapping and Southern blot hybridization. 
These observations raise questions about the involvement 
of other transposable DNA in Mutator activity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mutator was first described by Robertson (1978) as 
an extremely efficient mutator system capable of 
increasing mutation frequencies in maize 50 to 150 times 
higher than the spontaneous mutation rate. The high 
transmission rate of Mutator to outcross progeny and the 
mutability of some Mutator-induced alleles suggested that 
transposable elements played a role in its activity. 
Strommer et al.. (1982) were the first to molecularly 
characterize a mutant, adhl-S3034. induced in a Mutator 
background. This mutant contained a 1.4 kilobase (kb) 
insertion within the structural gene. The mutant gene was 
subsequently cloned (Bennetzen et , 1984) and the DNA 
insertion and its flanking DNA sequenced by Barker et 
al. (1984). The insertion, termed Mul, was 1,367 base 
pairs (bp) in length and had some of the structural 
characteristics of other transposable elements, most 
noticeably terminally inverted repeats, 213 and 215 
basepairs in length, as well as generating 9 bp 
duplications of host DNA at its site of insertion in the 
Adhl locus. 
It now has been established that ^ 1 elements play 
a major role in Mutator activity for several reasons. 
Sequences similar in size and structure to Mul 
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(generally referred to as Mul-like elements) have been 
detected in high copy number (10-70 per diploid genome) 
only in Mutator lines (Bennetzen, 1984), whereas non-
Mutator lines contain few, if any, I^l-like elements and 
then mostly in a modified, and presumably inactive, form 
(Chandler et al., 1986). In addition, Mutator-induced 
mutable mutations at Adhl (Freeling, 1984), Bzl (Taylor 
et al.. 1986) and ^  (O'Reilly et al., 1985) have been 
shown to be associated with Mul insertions in or near 
the structural gene. Furthermore, Taylor et al. (1986) 
have shown that a mutable bzl allele contained an 
insertion structurally related to Mul but larger in 
size, due to an additional 380 bp of DNA. Some minor 
restriction site differences from Mul have also been 
documented. These so-called Mul.7 elements are also 
present in multiple copies in some Mutator lines (Taylor 
et , 1986; B. A. Roth, personal communication, 
Department of Genetics, Iowa State University), but Mul 
always remains the most predominant size class observed. 
Robertson has shown that Mutator is capable of 
inducing mutations at a large number of loci, though not 
with equal frequency (Robertson, 1985). Several mutations 
have been induced at the Shrunken locus (D. S. 
Robertson, personal communication. Department of 
Genetics, Iowa State University). The Shrunken locus 
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has, in fact, proved useful for many years in studying 
mutations caused by various transposable elements. It 
is located on the short arm of chromosome 9 and encodes 
for the enzyme sucrose synthase which catalyzes the 
reversible conversion of sucrose to fructose and UDP-
glucose. UDP-glucose acts as a glucose donor during 
starch production in the endosperm of the developing 
maize kernel. Generally, homozygous mutations in the 
shrunken locus reduce the starch content in mature 
kernels by 40% giving the kernel a collapsed or shrunken 
phenotype upon drying. Ds-induced mutations at the 
Shrunken locus were the first maize transposable element 
mutations to be examined using molecular techniques. 
Geiser et (1982) cloned a Ds-induced sh allele (sh-
m5933) isolated by Barbara McClintock (1952) and 
compared it with the cloned wild-type Sh progenitor 
allele. This study and later ones by Courage-Tebbe et 
al. (1983) and Dôring et al. (1985) showed that the 
mutation was due to a DNA insertion, 30 kb in size, 
flanked by Ds elements, 3 and 4 kb in size. Dôring et 
al. (1985) postulated that the unusual structure of 
these Ds elements, in which one element had inserted 
into another element in the opposite orientation (dubbed 
double Ds), was responsible for causing chromosome 
breaks. Other ^  mutations induced by Ds are generally 
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due to simple insertions of the element into the Sh gene 
(Doring et , 1985) . 
Few Mutator-induced mutations at Sh have been 
characterized. Burr reported a I^l-like insertion in 
one Mutator-induced shrunken allele (B. Burr and F. 
Burr, cited in Lillis and Freeling, 1986) and a small, 
400 bp insertion, unrelated to Mul, present in another 
(B. Burr, personal communication, Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, NY). In this study, we describe the 
molecular characterization of four, independently 
isolated shrunken mutations induced by Mutator. We show 
that all were associated with DNA insertions, located 
mainly at the 5' region of the gene with one mutant 
containing two insertions. However, only three of the 
five insertions documented were structurally related to 
Mul. raising questions, discussed later, about the 
involvement of other transposable DNA in Mutator 
activity. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant Material 
Four shrunken mutations (sh-1746. sh-9626. sh-4020. 
and sh-9026) were induced in a Mutator maize line by Dr 
Donald S. Robertson, Iowa State University. The origins 
of the mutants used in this study are shown in Figures 1 
through 4. Standard lines Q60 and B70 have been 
described in Section I of this thesis. Propagation of 
all lines was carried out at Iowa State University under 
the supervision of Dr. D. S. Robertson. 
DNA Isolation and Southern Blot Hybridization 
DNA was isolated from immature kernels harvested 
from selfed ears forty days after pollination using the 
procedure described by Rivin et (1982) . The DNA was 
purified by cesium chloride density ultracentrifugation. 
High molecular weight maize DNA was digested with 
restriction endonucleases (New England Biolabs, Beverly, 
MA, or Bethesda Research Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD) 
following the manufacturers' reaction conditions at 
concentrations of 4 to 5 units/ug DNA. Usually, 10 ug 
samples of DNA were used for Southern blot hybridization 
of maize genomic DNA. Incubation was carried out for 2 
Figure 1. Origin of the shrunken mutation, sh-1746. An 
active Mutator line (75-3019) was outcrossed, 
as a male which had at least one pollen grain 
containing a shrunken mutation, to the 
standard lines, Q60 (75-4019). Kernels from 
this cross were planted and the resulting 
plants selfed. One plant (78-1746-33), upon 
selfing, gave a 3:1 ratio of wild-type to 
homozygous sh kernels. A plant from a 
homozygous sh kernel (80-3267). was outcrossed 
as a male to the standard line B70 (80-4268). 
Progeny from this cross were crossed to each 
other and two sh kernels isolated (83-8349-3 
and 83-8349-8) which were sown and the 
resulting plants selfed for two generations. 
Immature kernels harvested after the second 
generation of selfing were used as a source 
of genomic DNA for the molecular 
characterization of this mutation, designated 
as sh-1746. This pedigree shows that there 
are several possible progenitor Sh alleles 
for this mutant 
Footnotes in Figure 1: 
^These numbers signify planting year, family number 
and where applicable plant number. 
^Indicates the background of this line, whether it 
contains the Mutator system or if it is a Q60 or B70 
standard hybrid line. 
^Indicates the genotype of this line. 
^Selfing of this plant (78-1746-33) gave rise to 
sh kernels showing that it was heterozygous for the sh 
mutation. The mutation was induced in the Mutator male 
parent and was transmitted in the pollen grain that 
















































Figure 2. Origin of the shrunken mutation sh-9626. An 
active Mutator line (78-583 6) which had a 
least one pollen grain containing a shrunken 
mutation, was outcrossed, as a male to the 
standard line B70 (78-6836). Kernels from 
this cross were sown and the resulting plants 
selfed. One plant (78-79-9626-31) upon 
selfing, gave a 3:1 ratio of wild-type to 
homozygous sh kernels. A plant from one 
homozygous ^  kernel (80-3274-8) was 
outcrossed as a male to the standard line B7 0 
(80-4274). Progeny from this cross were 
selfed and homozygous sh kernels were 
isolated, sown and the resulting plants 
selfed. Immature kernels harvested after 
selfing were used as a source of genomic DNA 
for the molecular characterization of this 
mutation, designated sh-9626. This pedigree 
shows that there are several possible 
progenitor Sh alleles for this mutant 
Footnotes in Figure 2; 
^These numbers signify planting year, family number 
and where applicable plant number. 
^Indicates the background of this line, whether it 
contains the Mutator system or if it is a Q60 or B70 
standard hybrid line. 
'^Indicates the genotype of this line. 
^Selfing of this plant (78-79-9626-31) gave rise to sh 
kernels showing that it was heterozygous for the sh 
mutation. The mutation was induced in the Mutator male 
parent and was transmitted in the pollen grain that 
produced the seed giving rise to plant 78-79-9626-31. 
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Figure 3. Origin of the shrunken mutation sh-4020. An 
active Mutator line (78-5751) which had a 
least one pollen grain containing a shrunken 
mutation, was outcrossed as a male to the 
standard line Q60 (78-6753) . Kernels from 
this cross were sown and the resulting 
plants selfed. One kernel produced a plant 
(82-4020-11), which upon selfing, gave a 3:1 
ratio of wild-type to homozygous ^  kernels. 
One plant from a homozygous sh kernel (83-
8319) was outcrossed as a male to the 
standard line B70 (83-9320). Progeny from 
this cross were crossed to each other and 
homozygous sh kernels were planted under 
family number (85-672). Plants from these 
kernels were selfed and immature kernels 
harvested and used as a source of genomic 
DNA for the molecular characterization of 
this mutation, designated sh-4020. This 
pedigree shows that there are several 
possible progenitor Sh alleles for this 
mutant (i.e., those from the M14/W22, Q60 or 
B70 lines) 
Footnotes in Figure 3 ; 
^These numbers signify planting year, family 
number and where applicable, the plant number. 
^Indicates the background of this line, whether it 
contains the Mutator system or if it is a M14/W22, Q60 
or B70 standard hybrid line. 
"^Indicates the genotype of this line. 
Selfing of this plant (82-4020-41) gave rise to 
sh kernels showing that it was heterozygous for the sh 
mutation. The mutation was induced in the Mutator and 




































Figure 4. Origin of the shrunken mutation sh-9026. An 
active Mutator line (77-1072) which had at 
least one pollen grain containing a shrunken 
mutation, was outcrossed as a male to the 
standard line B70 (77-2071). Kernels from 
this cross were sown and the resulting 
plants were selfed. One plant (77-78-9026-
11), upon selfing, gave a 3:1 ratio of wild-
type to homozygous sh kernels. A plant from 
one homozygous sh kernel (80-3264-2) was 
outcrossed as a male to the standard line 
M14/W22 (80-4264) to give the kernel 80-81-
3521-9, whereas a plant from a sibling sh 
kernel (79-361-4) was selfed and then 
outcrossed as a male to the standard line 
B70 (80-4265) to give kernel 80-81-4521-5. 
The kernels (80-81-4521-5 and 80-81-3521-9) 
were crossed to each other as a female and 
male, respectively, and homozygous sh 
kernels isolated and painted under family 
number (82-6136). These kernels were selfed 
and immature kernels were harvested and 
used as a source of genomic DNA for the 
molecular characterization of this mutation, 
designated sh-9026. This pedigree shows 
that there were several possible progenitor 
Sh alleles for this mutant, although Sh-060 
was the most common allele in the lines in 
which the sh-902 6 mutant arose 
Footnotes in Figure 4 : 
^These numbers signify planting year, family 
number and where applicable, plant number. 
^Indicates the background of this line, whether it 
contains the Mutator system or if it is a Q60 or B70 
standard hybrid line. 
*^Indicates the genotype of this line. 
^Selfing of this plant (77-78-9026-11) gave rise to sh 
kernels showing that it was heterozygous for the sh 
mutation. The mutation was induced in the Mutator male 
parent and was transmitted in the pollen grain that 
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hr, then an additional 3 to 5 units of enzyme/ug DNA was 
added and the incubation continued for another 2 hr to 
ensure that the DNA was completely digested. The DNA 
fragments were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, 
stained with ethidium bromide, and photographed as 
described in the previous paper. DNA was transferred to 
a nylon membrane (Genatran, Fiasco Inc., Woburn, MA) 
using the procedure of Southern (1975). After baking 
for 2 hr at 80°C, the membranes were prehybridized at 
42°C for 5 to 20 hr in a hybridization mix [50% (v/v) 
deionized formamide; 3X SSC (0.45 M sodium chloride, 
0.045 M sodium citrate); 5X Denhardt's solution (0.1% 
Ficoll; 0.1% Bovine serum albumin fraction V; 0.1% 
polyvinylpyrrolidone); 100 ug/ml of denatured and 
sheared salmon sperm DNA and 1% (w/v) sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS)]. Following prehybridization, the filters 
were hybridized in the same solution plus 5% (w/v) 
dextran sulfate together with a DNA probe (25 ng DNA at 
a specific activity of at least 10® cpm/ug were usually 
used in each hybridization). After incubation at 42°C 
for 24 to 36 hr, the membranes were rinsed twice with 
wash buffer (15 mM sodium chloride; 1.5 mM sodium 
citrate and 0.1% (w/v) SDS) at room temperature, then 
washed in the same solution at 60°C to 65°C for 1 hr. 
The membranes were blotted dry and exposed to XAR-50 X-
Ray film at -70°C with a Lightening Plus Intensifying 
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Screen (Dupont, Wilmington, DE) for 1 to 7 days. 
Membranes for rehybridization were boiled in 2 liters of 
wash solution for 20 minutes in a microwave oven to 
remove the probe, then prehybridized and hybridized as 
described previously. 
DNA Probes 
DNA probes specific for the Shrunken gene were 
isolated from plasmid pl7.6 (a gift from C. Hannah, 
Univ. of Florida, Gainsville). Plasmid pl7.6 consists 
of a 10.5 kb EcoRl fragment of a Sh Black Mexican Sweet 
allele, that includes the transcribed region of the gene 
and part of the 3' flanking region, cloned into pBR322 
(Sheldon et ^ ., 1983). All three probes were generated 
by SstI digestion and purified by agarose gel electro­
phoresis, phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation as 
described previously. Probe A was a 1.8 kb Sstl frag­
ment consisting of the 3' region of the transcriptional 
unit to just beyond the polyadenylation site. Probe B, 
4.0 kb in size, consisted of the 5' transcribed region 
of the gene to the twelfth intron. Probe C was 3.3 kb 
in size and consisted of the 3' region flanking the gene 
(Figure 5A). 
Mu-specific probes were prepared from plasmid 
pJMA-4. This plasmid consists of a 1.7 kb Hindlll-PstI 
Figure 5. Shrunken and Mul element-specific DNA probes used in Southern blot 
hybridizations. (A) The Sh-specific probes were isolated from 
plasmid pl7.6 which contained a genomic subclone of the Sh-BMS 
allele. The Sh probes used (A, B, and C) are aligned with the 
region of the Sh-BMS allele from which they were isolated: probe 
A was a 1.8 kb SstI fragment comprising the 3' region of the 
transcription unit to just beyond the polyadenylation site; probe 
B was a 4.0 kb SstI fragment comprising the 5' transcribed region 
to the twelfth exon; probe C was a 3.3 kb SstI fragment consisting 
of the 3 ' region flanking the gene. (B) A ^1-specific DNA probe 
was isolated from plasmid pJMA-4 by digestion with Aval and Taal 
which released a 700 bp fragment specific for the central portion 
of Mul fMuAT). All probes were isolated and radioactively labeled 
as described in the text 
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fragment from the Mutator-induced adhl-S3034 mutant 
allele (Bennetzen et 1984) containing the entire 
Mul element, cloned into the vector, PiAN13 (Maniatis et 
al.. 1982). A probe specific for the central portions 
of Mul and Mul.7 was made by digesting pJMA-4 with Aval 
and Taal, and isolating a 700 bp fragment from agarose 
gels (Figure 5B). 
A ribosomal DNA-specific probe was a 9.0 kb 
fragment isolated by EcoRI digestion from plasmid pZMRl, 
which consisted of a ribosomal DNA repeated sequence 
subcloned into the EcoRI site of pUC19. Plasmid pZMRl 
was a gift of D. Grant, Pioneer International Hybrid, 
Johnston, lA. 
DNA fragments were radioactively labeled with [alpha-
32 
P]dCTP (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA) by the random 
hexamer primer reaction (Feinberg and Voglestein, 1983) to 
Q Q 
a specific activity 1 x 10 to 6 x 10 cpm/ug DNA using a 
kit (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ). Labeled DNA was 
separated from unincorporated nucleotides by 
chromatography on Sephadex G-50 columns (Maniatis, et al., 
1982) . 
Quantification of Mu Element Copy Number 
The number of copies of Mu elements per diploid 
genome was estimated by densitometric scanning of 
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autoradiographs of genomic DNA digested with Tthllll or 
Hinfl and comparison to copy number reconstructions. 
The latter-were made by digesting appropriate amounts of 
pJMA-4 to represent 10, 25 and 50 copies of Mul per 
diploid genome with the same enzymes. Following this 
analysis, the membranes were routinely stripped of probe 
and rehybridized to a ribosomal DNA probe to check that 
complete digestion of the DNA had taken place, and to 
calibrate the amount of nuclear DNA in each lane. Results 
obtained represented an average number of copies of Mu 
elements per diploid genome because DNA was isolated 
from immature kernels (i.e., populations) and not single 
seedlings. Copy numbers could be confirmed, in some 
cases, by counting individual bands in autoradiographs 
obtained by Southern blot hybridization of DNA isolated 
from single seedlings, using restriction endonucleases 
which have no cleavage sites within Mul, such as Belli 
(results not shown). 
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RESULTS 
The series of crosses used to generate the four 
Shrunken mutant lines used in this study are shown in 
Figures 1 through 4. All these mutations arose in a 
Mutator line and were isolated following an outcross to 
standard lines. Plants from the kernels from this 
cross, which were heterozygous for the wildtype and 
mutant alleles, were selfed and kernels homozygous for 
shrunken used in subsequent DNA analyses. 
All Mutator-induced shrunken Mutant Lines Contain 
Multiple Mul-like Elements 
It has been shown in many studies that Mutator 
lines invariably contain multiple copies of Mul-like 
elements, and that many Mutator-induced mutable alleles 
have Mul-like insertions in or near the structural gene 
(for a review, see Lillis and Freeling, 1986). To 
determine if Mul-like elements were present in our 
mutant lines, genomic DNAs were digested with different 
restriction endonucleases, blotted onto nylon sheets, 
and hybridized to radioactively labeled Mul DNA probes. 
The results are presented in Figure 6. 
When genomic DNAs from Mutator lines are cleaved 
Figure 6. sh mutant lines contain multiple copies of Mu elements. 
Genomic DNAs were digested with the enzyme noted, electrophoresed 
through agarose gels, blotted and hybridized with: (A) the Mul-
specific probe MuAT as described in the text; (B) following 
exposure to x-ray film, the MuAT probe was removed and the 
membrane was hybridized with the ribosomal probe to determine the 
extent of digestion of each DNA sample 
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with restriction endonucleases Tthllll or Hinfl, which 
have single target sites in each of the terminally 
inverted repeats of Mul (Barker et , 1984), all Mul-
like elements present are reduced to a single band, 1.0 
or 1.3 kb in size, respectively, detectable by 
hybridization (Figure 6A). We showed, using this 
analysis, that all the ^  mutant lines used in this 
study contained Mul-like elements in multiple copies. 
Densitometric comparison to copy number reconstructions 
showed, however, that the average number of Mul-like 
sequences varied in the four mutants. The approximate 
number of Mul-like elements per diploid genome 
contained in the mutant lines were 11 copies in sh-1746, 
5 in sh-4020. 2 in sh-9026 and 25 copies in sh-9626. No 
signifiicant hybridization was obtained with the 
standard non-Mutator lines, Q60 and B70. 
We also saw bands larger in size to those derived 
from Mul-like elements, but they were of less 
intensity. These bands were not due to incomplete 
digestion of DNA because, when the nylon sheets were 
stripped of bound Mul DNA probe and rehybridized to a 
ribosomal DNA-specific probe, the hybridization profiles 
obtained indicated that the extent of digestion of each 
DNA sample by Tthllll and Hinfl was complete equivalent 
(Figure 63). The 1.37 kb bands seen in Tthllll digests 
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of sh-1746 and sh-9626 were probably derived from Mul.7 
elements, a larger, structurally related derivative of 
Mul (Taylor et aj.., 1986) . The equivalent band in the 
Hinfl digests of these lines would be 1.6 kb in size, 
and was present in sh-9626. We estimated the number of 
copies of Mul.7-like elements in this line to be about 1 
per diploid genome. Multiple Hinfl bands were seen, 
however, in sh-1746 and, to some extent, in sh-4020. It 
was likely that many of these bands represented modified 
Mul-like elements in which the Hinfl sites, located at 
the ends of the terminally inverted repeats, were 
impervious to enzyme digestion. Chandler et (1986) 
have demonstrated that some of the Mutator lines they 
studied contained both modified and unmodified Mu 
elements. Modification of Mul-like elements is 
associated with loss of transposition and Mutator 
activity (J. Bennetzen, personal communication, 
Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University; D. 
Morris, personal communication, Department of Genetics, 
Iowa State University). Tthllll. however, will fully 
digest both modified and unmodified Mul-like elements 
(Chandler et , 1986) but other bands were still seen 
in sh-1746 and sh-9626 apart from those presumably 
derived from ^1-like and Mul.7-like elements. These 
bands, 0.46 kb, 0.57 kb, 0.7 kb, 0.82 kb, 1.22 kb, and 
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3.35 kb, must represent other sequences homologous to 
the internal region of Mul, which were present in low 
copy numbers in the genomes of these lines. However, it 
was impossible to deduce from these data their 
structural relatedness to Mul. 
Molecular Lesions Associated with 
Mutator-induced sh Mutant Alleles 
In studying the molecular basis of the mutations at 
each sh mutant allele, we had to take onto account two 
important factors; firstly, the direct progenitor allele 
of each mutant allele was unknown (D. S. Robertson, 
personal communication) and, secondly the presence of 
substantial restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) existing in the maize genome (Johns ^  al.. 
1983). In examining these alleles, it was important to 
know, therefore, if observed changes in the size of 
restriction fragments reflected molecular lesions (such 
as an insertion) or a polymorphism. The extent of RFLP 
within and around the Sh gene has already been 
determined by us (see Section I of this thesis) and 
other investigators (Burr et al., 1983) and shown to be 
mostly confined to regions outside the promoter and 
transcriptional unit. 
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Based on these observations, our experimental 
strategy was to probe genomic blots of mutant and wild-
type lines sequentially with three DNA probes 
representing different regions of the Sh locus (Figure 
5A): probe A, specific for the 3' region of the 
transcription unit; probe B, specific for the 5' 
transcription unit to the twelfth exon; and probe C 
specific for the flanking region 3' to the 
polyadenylation site. Putative molecular lesions within 
the transcription unit and adjacent 5' region of the 
gene could be identified from hybridization profiles 
obtained with probes A and B. The wildtype progenitor 
of the mutant allele could be recognized by RFLP mapping 
using probe C. Taken together, the results from these 
two sets of experiments could be used to deduce the size 
and location of DNA lesions within each of the ^  mutant 
alleles. Because Robertson had used the standard line 
Q60 in many of the crosses in which these mutants were 
induced, and the standard line B70 in outcrosses 
following their isolation, genomic digests of these 
lines were routinely included in all our analyses. 
Comprehensive restriction maps for the Sh alleles in 
both these lines fSh-060. Sh-B70) have been established 
(Figure 2 in Section I of this thesis). 
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Molecular Analysis of sh-174 6 
The basis for the molecular lesions in sh-1746 was 
determined using the strategy outlined above. Firstly, 
digested genomic DNAs were hybridized using probe A, 
which was specific for the 3• region of the 
transcription unit (Figure 7A). BalII digestion 
liberated a 5' 3.5 kb fragment and a 3' 6.6 fragment, 
detectable by hybridization, from both the Sh-Q60 and 
sh-1746 alleles. Similar sized bands were observed in 
the Sh-060 and sh-1746 alleles using other restriction 
endonucleases, such as Hindlll. which released a 5' 4.8 
kb band and a 3' 0.65 kb band; SstI generated a single 
1.8 kb band; and PstI gave a 5' 0.82 kb band and a 3' 
6.6 kb band. These data implicated Sh-060 as the 
progenitor allele of sh-1746. Finally, Ball gave a 
single 6.2 kb band in Sh-060 which, from the restriction 
map, consisted of two fragments of more or less 
identical sizes. However, there were two bands in 
sh-1746. a 6.2 kb band and a larger 7.6 kb band, 
suggesting that a 1.4 kb insertion may have occurred in 
either the 3' or 5' Ball fragment of sh-1746. 
Hybridization with probe B, which was specific for 
the 5' end of the transcribed region, confirmed that the 
insertion had taken place at the 5' end of the gene 
(Figure 7B). Digestions with Bglll. HindiII and SstI 
Figure 7. Southern blot hybridization analysis of sh-1746. Genomic DNA 
was digested with the enzyme noted, electrophoresed through 
agarose gels, blotted and hybridized with three Sh probes (Figure 
5A). (A) hybridized with Probe A, specific for the 3' 
transcription unit; (B) hybridized with Probe B, specific for the 
5' transcribed region; (C) hybridized with Probe C, specific for 
the 3' region flanking the gene. The size of bands are in kb and 
were estimated using lambda DNA digested with BstEII. Hindlll and 
PstI as molecular weight standards 
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gave similar sized bands in both Sh-060 and sh-1746 
indicating that there were no detectable lesions in the 
transcribed region of the gene. However, digestion with 
PstI and Ball. which have sites 5' to the transcribed 
region, yielded bands that were larger in size in sh-1746 
than in Sh-060. Digestion with PstI gave a 5.0 kb band 
in Sh-060 and a 6.60 kb band in sh-1746, whereas Ball 
digestion yielded a 6.2 kb band in Sh-060 and a 7.6 kb 
band in sh-1746. The Ball band seen in this experiment 
was the same size as the one seen in the previous 
hybridization with probe A. 
Confirmation that Sh-060 was indeed the progenitor 
allele was obtained by hybridization with probe C, which 
represented the region 3' to the gene (Figure 7C). 
Digestion with several endonucleases, such as Balll and 
Hindlll. gave the same sized bands in Sh-060 and sh-1746. 
These results lead us to conclude that sh 1746 
arose from Sh-060 by a DNA insertion approximately 1.5 
kb, located to the 5' untranslated region of the gene. 
The size of this insertion in sh-1746 is similar to that 
of Mul. However, this latter element contains three 
Ball sites, one in each internal repeat and one just 
upstream of the left direct repeat (Barker et al.. 
1984). Therefore, if the insertion in sh-1746 was a Mul-
like element, we would have expected the Ball mutant 
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band to be smaller than the PstI mutant band. Some of 
the Mul-like elements seen in sh-1746. however were 
modified (see Figure 6A). Chandler and Walbot (198 6), 
have shown that modification blocks not only the Hinfl 
sites in Mul, but the Ball sites as well. It is 
possible, therefore, that the DNA insertion at sh-1746 
represented a modified Mul-like element. Confirmation 
of this must await further molecular analysis (see the 
Appendix) 
Molecular Analysis of sh-9626 
The molecular basis of the sh-9626 mutation was 
determined in the same way as described above. Genomic 
DNAs of sh-9626. Q60 and B70 were digested and hybridized 
to each of the three Sh probes (A, B and C) and the 
results presented in Figure 8. Balll liberated a 5' 3.5 
kb fragment and a 3' 6.5 kb fragment from the Sh-060 and 
sh-9626 alleles detectable by hybridization to probe A. 
Similar sized bands were observed in the Sh-Q60 and 
sh-9626 alleles using Balll. Hindlll, SstI and PstI. 
which indicated the absence of detectable molecular 
lesions in the transcription unit in sh-9626 and Sh-060 
as the progenitor allele. Ball gave a single 6.2 kb 
band in Sh-060 which consisted of a 5' and a 3' fragment 
Figure 8. Southern blot hybridization anlysis of sh-9626. Genomic DNA was 
digested with the enzyme noted, electrophoresed through agarose 
gels, blotted and hybridized with three Sh probes (Figure 5A). 
(A) hybridized with Probe A, specific for the 3' transcription 
unit; (B) hybridized with Probe B, specific for the 5' 
transcribed region; (C) hybridized with Probe C, specific for the 
3' region flanking the gene. The size of bands are in kb and 
were estimated using lambda DNA digested with BstEIl. HindiII and 
PstI as molecular weight standards 
Probe A 
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approximately equal in size to each other. Ball 
digestion of sh-9626 also gave two bands, a 6.2 kb band 
equal in size to that of Sh-060 and a larger 9.4 kb 
band, suggesting that a 2.8 kb insertion had occurred in 
either the 5' or 3' Ball fragment of sh-9626. although 
the PstI digestion suggested that this putative 
insertion was in the 5' Ball fragment. Hybridization 
with probe C confirmed that Sh-Q60 was indeed the 
progenitor allele (Figure 8C) because digestion with 
Balll and HindiII gave equivalent size bands in 
bothlines (6.6 kb and 5.6 kb, respectively). 
Confirmation that the insertion was in the 5' 
region of the gene was obtained by hybridization with 
probe B (Figure SB). Bglll. Hindlll. and SstI gave 
similar sized bands for both Sh-060 and sh-9626. again 
indicating that the transcribed region did not contain 
any detectable lesions. PstI and Ball, which have 
target sites 5' to the transcribed region, yielded bands 
that were larger in size in sh-9626 than in Sh-060. 
Digestion with PstI gave a 5.0 kb band in Sh-060 and a 
10.5 kb band in sh-9626. whereas Ball generated a 6.2 kb 
band in Sh-060 and a 9.4 kb band in sh-9626. The Ball 
band seen in this experiment was the same size as the 
Ball band seen in the previous hybridization with probe 
B. These bands represented an increase in size over the 
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putative wild type progenitor band of 5.5 kb and 2.8 kb, 
respectively. These data suggested that a 5.5 kb 
insertion occurred in the 5' untranslated region of the 
gene and that this insertion contained at least one Ball 
site, yielding, upon Bgll digestion, a band which was 
2.8 kb larger than the putative progenitor band in Sh-
Q60. To date, this is the largest insertion which has 
been detected in a mutant allele induced in a Mutator 
line. From these data, the structural relationship 
between this 5.5 kb insertion and ]^1 cannot be 
determined. 
Molecular Analysis of sh-4020 
The results of the molecular analysis of sh-4020 are 
shown in Figure 9. The hybridization profiles obtained 
with probe A implicated, once again, Sh-060 as the 
progenitor allele, insofar that Hindlll digestion 
released similar sized bands from both alleles, and the 
BgllI fragments was also the same size. However, the 3' 
BgllI fragment was 0.6 kb larger in sh-4020 (7.2 kb 
compared to 6.6 kb) as well as the single SstI band 
(2.35 kb compared to 1.8 kb), than Sh-060. These 
results indicated that a 0.6 kb insertion had occurred 
within the conserved region of the gene at the 3' end. 
Furthermore, Bgll generated two bands in sh4040, 2.85 
Figure 9. Southern blot hybridization analysis of sh-4020. Genomic 
DNA was digested with the enzyme noted, electrophoresed 
through agarose gels, blotted and hybridized with three Sh 
probes (Figure 5A). (A) hybridized with Probe A, specific 
for the 3' transcription unit; (B) hybridized with Probe B, 
specific for the 5' transcribed region; (C) hybridized with Probe 
C, specific for the 3' region flanking the gene. The size of 
bands are in kb and were estimated using lambda DNA digested with 
BstEII. Hindlll and PstI as molecular weight standards 
A,. 
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and 5.45 kb in size, compared to the single band in 
Sh-060 (which consisted of two equal sized fragments, 
6.2 kb in length). The 5' Bcrll fragment (5.45 kb) was 
smaller than the conserved fragment in wild-type alleles 
which suggested that another molecular lesion had taken 
place in the 5' region of this mutant allele. 
In the hybridization profiles obtained with probe 
B, Bglll, Hindlll and SstI digestions generated the same 
sized bands in both Sh-060 and sh-4020. and indicated 
that there were no detectable lesions in the 5 region 
ofthe transcription unit (Figure 9B). However, PstI 
digestion gave a 5.0 kb band in Sh-060 and a larger, 6.6 
kb band in sh-4020. Ball digestion generated a 6.2 kb 
band in Sh-060 and a smaller 5.45 kb band in sh-4020 (the 
same size as the one seen to hybridize with probe A). 
From the PstI hybridization profile, we concluded that 
an approximately 1.6 kb insertion had taken place in the 
5' untranslated region of the Sh gene. In order to 
explain the Ball hybridization profile, one or more 
sites for this enzyme must have been present in the 
insertion. The size of the insertion and the presence 
of at least one Ball site within it suggested, but did 
not confirm, a resemblance to Mul. 
The progenitor allele of sh-4020 could not be 
identified from the hrybridization profile obtained with 
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probe C (Figure 9C). However, this in no way 
invalidated the conclusions made above, because the 
putative molecular lesions in sh-4020 had occurred in 
the conserved region of the Sh gene. 
Molecular Characterization of sh-9026 
The hybridization analysis of sh-9026 is shown in 
Figure 10. In the results obtained with probe A, Bqlll 
liberated a 5' 3.65 kb band from Sh-B70 and a smaller 5' 
3.5 kb band from both Sh-060 and sh-9026. The 3' bands 
released by Bglll were 5.6 kb for Sh-B70 and 6.6 kb for 
Sh-060 whereas sh-9026 contained two 3' bands, 5.6 kb and 
6.6 kb. This suggested that in the 3' region flanking 
the gene, sh-9026 was heterozygous for the Sh-B70 and Sh-
Q60 Bcrlll restriction endonuclease target sites. 
Similar sized bands were observed in the Sh-Q60 and 
sh-9026 alleles using other restriction endonucleases, 
such as Hindlll and Sstl. The 3' heterozygosity 
observed above was confirmed with PstI. which gave a 5' 
0.82 band in Sh-B70. Sh-060 and sh-9026. and a 3' 2.05 kb 
band in both Sh-B70 and sh-9026 but a 6.6 kb band for Sh-
Q60. These data indicated that (1) there was no 
detectable molecular lesion in the 3' region of the 
transcription unit in sh-9026; (2) sh-9026 was 
heterozygous for the Sh-B70 and Sh-060 alleles in the 3' 
Figure 10. Southern blot hybridization analysis of 
sh-9026. Genomic DNA was digested with the 
enzyme noted, electrophoresed through 
agarose gels, blotted and hybridized with 
three Sh probes (Figure 5A). (A) hybridized 
with Probe A, specific for the 3' trans­
cription unit; (B) hybridized with Probe B, 
specific for the 5' transcribed region; (C) 
hybridized with Probe C, specific for the 3' 
region flanking the gene. The size of bands 
are in kb and were estimated using lambda 
DNA digested with BstEII. HindiII and PstI 
as molecular weight standards 
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region flanking the gene which may have been due to a 
single crossover event between the sh-9026 allele and 
Sh-B70 allele following an outcross of the mutant sh-
9026 line to Sh-B70 in 1980 (see Figure 4); and (3) Sh-
Q60 was the likely progenitor allele because of the 
similarity in size of a 3' Bqlll band (6.6 kb in both 
Sh-060 and sh-9026) and the 5' and 3' Hindlll bands (4.8 
kb and 0.65 kb in Sh-060 and sh-9026 as opposed to 2.3 
kb and 0.65 kb in Sh-B70). Finally, Ball gave two bands 
for Sh-B70 (6.2 kb and 11.8 kb), one band for Sh-060 (a 
6.2 kb band consisting of two equally sized fragments) 
and two bands for sh-9026 (5.45 kb and 11.8 kb). The 
6.2 kb Bqll band was the 5' conserved band whereas the 
11.8 kb band of Sh-B7 0 and sh-9026 was the 3' band. 
Therefore, the 5.45 kb Ball band in sh-9026 represented 
the 5' fragment indicating that there was a lesion in 
the 5' region of the gene. 
Confirmation that there was an insertion in the 5' 
region of the gene was obtained by hybridization with 
probe B (Figure lOB). PstI and Ball, which have sites 
5' to the transcribed region of the gene, yielded bands 
that were larger in size in sh-9026 than in Sh-060. 
Digestion with PstI gave a 5.15 kb band for Sh-B70. 5.0 
kb band for Sh-060 and a 6.6 kb band for sh-9026. Ball 
generated a 6.2 kb band for Sh-B70 and Sh-060. whereas 
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sh-9026 had a 5.45 kb band. Assuming that Sh-060 was 
the progenitor allele, these data indicated that there 
was a 1.6 kb insertion in the 5' region of the sh-9026 
gene which contained a Ball site that, upon digestion, 
gave a smaller band (5.45 kb) than the 6.2 kb Sh-060 
progenitor band. 
Hybridization with probe C, which consists of a 3.3 
kb region 3' to the gene confirmed the heterogeneity of 
sh-9026 in this region. Bglll digestion gave a 5.6 kb 
band for Sh-B70. a 6.6 kb band for Sh-Q60 whereas sh-9026 
contained two bands (5.6 kb and 6.6 kb) equal in size to 
those in Sh-B70 and Sh-Q60. Hindlll digestion showed a 
similar pattern in which sh-9026 was heterzygous for the 
Sh-B70 and Sh-060 bands. 
The Southern blot hybridization analysis of the 
four sh mutants discussed above demonstrated that the 
basis for these mutations were insertions in the Sh 
gene. The approximate location within the Sh gene and 
the sizes of the insertions are summarized in Figure 11. 
These data show that every insertion except a putative 
0.6 kb 3' insertion in sh-4020 occurred in the 
untranslated 5' region of the gene which may contain the 
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Figure 11. Restriction map of the Sh-060 allele showing the sites of 
insertion within the mutants sh-1746. sh-9626. sh-4020, and 
sh-9026. aligned to the exon-intron positions as determined by 
Werr et al. (1985). The size of the insertions are to scale. 
Restriction endonuclease designations are: B = Ball. Bg = 
Mill, H = Hindi!I, P = PstI. and S = SstI 
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DISCUSSION 
The molecular basis for the four shrunken mutations 
induced in Mutator lines was determined by digesting 
genomic DNA with various restriction endonuclease and 
sequential Southern blot hybridizations with three Sh 
probes. These probes, due to their specificity for the 
different regions of the Sh allele enabled us to 
determine the molecular basis of each sh mutation and 
confirm our results by identifying, in many cases, the 
progenitor allele. 
Previous studies of various Sh alleles (Burr et 
al., 1983; Section I of this thesis) have shown that the 
coding region of the gene was highly conserved between 
alleles. Therefore, in these analyses, we could be 
confident that the differences in band sizes seen in the 
mutant could be attributed to molecular lesions and not 
restriction fragment length polymorphism. Hybridization 
to the 3' flanking region was used to determine the 
progenitor allele of the sh mutants examined in this 
study by comparing the restriction map of the 3' region 
in the mutant with those of two wild type alleles. 
Consistent similarities between the mutant and a wild 
type allele precisely identified it as the progenitor 
allele. For example, the sh-1746 and sh-9626 mutant 
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alleles showed identical restriction endonuclease target 
sites in the 3' flanking region as their putative 
progenitor allele, Sh-060. This technique could prove 
very useful in analyzing other mutations induced in 
Robertson's Mutator lines, because, quite often, the 
direct parental allele is unknown (D. S. Robertson, 
personal communication. Department of Genetics, Iowa 
State University). Determining the progenitor allele 
would allow the molecular basis of the mutations to be 
determined with a greater degree of certainty. 
The mutants sh-9026. sh-4020 and sh-1746 contained 
insertions in the 5' untranslated region of the gene. 
These elements were similar in size to Mul (1.4 or 1.6 
kb) and the insertions in sh-9026 and sh-4020 contained at 
least one Ball site. This suggested that they were 
structurally related to Mul and Mul.7. The insertion in 
sh-1746 appeared to be unrelated to Mul due to the lack 
of Bgll sites within the insertion but, as discussed 
previously, this may have been due to modification of 
the element preventing the endonuclease cleavage (see 
the Appendix). However, further analyses are required 
to determine the structural relationships of these 
insertions to Mul. In addition, sh-4020 contained a 
small insertion, approximately 0.6 kb in size, just 
beyond the polyadenylation site but within the conserved 
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region of the Sh gene. The results may be interpreted 
as representing a RFLP and not an insertion because the 
progenitor allele could not be determined as the 3' 
region flanking the gene was quite different from Sh-060 
and Sh-B70. However, this is unlikely because the 
lesion occurred within an area of the Sh gene known to 
be highly conserved for restriction endonuclease sites 
(Burr et , 1983; Section I of this thesis). The 
sh-9626 mutant contained a large insertion, 5.5 kb in 
size, in the 5* region of the gene. This insertion 
contained at least one Ball site. Its structural 
relationship to Mul is unclear, however, and must await 
further analysis. Nevertheless, these studies which 
identified DNA insertions larger and smaller in size 
than any previously seen in Mutator-induced mutant 
alleles, suggest that transposable elements other than 
Mul and Mul.7 are involved in, or are activated by. 
Mutator. 
These insertions, except for one, were all in the 
5' untranslated region of the Sh gene, which, due to the 
conservation of restriction sites in different Sh 
alleles, may contain regulatory sequences necessary for 
gene expression. Insertions within regulatory sequences 
of the gene would presumably interfere with the 
efficient initiation of transcription, resulting in the 
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mutant phenotype. Furthermore, these results suggest 
that the transposable elements may have regional 
specificity for the 5' region of the gene. Several 
independently isolated Mutator-induced adhl mutations 
have been molecularly characterized and each mutation 
occurred in the first intron (Bennetzen et al., 1984; 
Rowland and Strommer, 1985). Mu elements may 
preferentially insert within regulatory regions because 
the sh mutations were caused by insertions within or 
near the promoter and the adhl mutations were caused by 
insertions into the first intron which has a regulatory 
function (V. Walbot, personal communication, Department 
of Bilogical Sciences, Stanford University). Two 
insertions, sh-9026 and sh-4020 (1.6 kb), were in the 
same location (Figure 11). This does not imply that 
Mutator elements also have sequence specific insertion 
sites as Southern blot hybridization cannot detect 
differences in bands size of less than 50 bp. 
The analyses used in this study were not only 
useful in identifying the size and location of molecular 
lesions in the sh mutants, but also revealed another 
interesting phenomenon. Hybridization analysis of 
sh-9026 showed that a single crossover had occurred, in 
the 3' region flanking the gene between sh-9026 and 
Sh-B70 alleles. This was quite evident in the 
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hybridization profiles (Figure 10), which showed that 
DNA from plants with the sh-9026 allele contained 
restriction fragments common to both Sh-060 and Sh-B70 
at the 3' region of the locus. The putative cross-over 
probably occurred following an outcross of the sh-9026 
line to the standard line, B70 (Figure 4) . 
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Section III: MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF bronzel 
MUTATIONS INDUCED IN MUTATOR LINES OF 
Zea mays L. 
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ABSTRACT 
Two bronzel fbzl) mutants induced in Robertson's 
Mutator maize lines were characterized molecularly to 
deduce if insertions of ^ 1 or elements related in 
structure to Mul were associated with the mutant genes. 
These mutants were classified as mutable due to the high 
rate of somatic reversion events which suggested that 
insertions of Mu elements into the Bzl gene caused these 
mutations. The molecular analyses showed that one 
mutant, bzl-Mum3. contained a 1.4 kb insertion 
structurally similar to Mul within the bzl transcription 
unit. In the other mutant, bzl-Mum6. a DNA insertion 
structurally related to Mul but smaller in size, was 
located in the same region as the insertion in bzl-MumS. 
This insertion (MuS) was cloned and shown to contain the 
terminal inverted repeats of Mul. but a substantial 
portion of the internal region was missing, suggesting 
that MuS is a deletion derivative of Mul or Mul.7. The 
ability of MuS to excise from the Bzl locus (as 
indicated by revertant sectors on a kernel) suggested 
that only the terminal inverted repeats of ^ 1 were 
required for excision and possibly transposition of all 
Mu-related elements. The insertions in bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-Mum6 were mapped to the same region of the Bzl gene 
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as two Mutator-induced bzl mutations described by Taylor 
et al. (1986), and an Ac-induced bzl mutation described 
by Fedoroff et al. (1984) and Dooner et al. (1985) . 
Taylor et al. (1986) have suggested that this area of 
the Bzl gene may an "insertional hotspot" for different 
transposable elements. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The loci controlling the pigmentation of maize 
kernels have been very useful for many years for 
studying the activity and function of transposable 
elements. These loci are either regulatory genes, such 
as R and Ç, or code for an enzyme which acts in the 
synthesis of anthocyanin pigments. One such locus is 
Bronzel (Bzl). which Dooner and Nelson (1977) and Larson 
and Coe (1977) determined to code for the enzyme, UDP-
flavonol glucosyltransferase (UFGT). This enzyme 
glycosylates the pigment molecule in one of the last 
steps of anthocyanin biosynthesis. This locus, upon 
mutation, confers a bronze or tan phenotype to the 
aleurone layer of maize kernels. 
McClintock (1962) obtained Activator (M) "" and 
Dissociator (Ds)-induced mutations in the bzl locus. 
Examining Ds elements derived from an ^  element located 
at the locus proved useful for deducing the activator 
and receptor relationship between ^  and Ds (Dooner et 
al., 1985). These derivatives conferred a variety of 
phenotypes upon the mature kernel, ranging from pale 
bronze pigmentation to pale purple. McClintock also 
isolated alleles in which the activity of the bzl gene 
was reduced following the excision of ^  from the gene 
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(for a review, see Fedoroff, 1983) . 
Recently, bzl mutants induced by the transposable 
elements Ac-Ds. such as Acbzl-m2. bzl-m2 fPI) and bzl-ml. 
have been analyzed molecularly (Fedoroff et aj.., 1984; 
Dooner et al., 1985). Dooner et (1985) determined 
that the bzl-ml and bzl-m2(PI) unstable mutaions were 
due to insertions within the transcribed region of the 
gene. Indeed, molecular analysis of transposable 
element-induced mutations at this locus can now be 
undertaken routinely because a bzl allele has been 
molecularly cloned and DNA probes are now available 
(Fedoroff et , 1984). Schiefelbein et aj,. (1985) 
have also examined a bzl mutation, called bzl-ml3. 
induced by a defective Suppressor-mutator (dSpm) 
element. Derivatives of this dSpm element caused 
changes in the frequency and developmental timing of 
excision, a phenomenon McClintock (1948) termed "changes 
in state". 
We have undertaken the molecular analysis of three 
unstable bzl mutations induced in a Mutator background. 
Mutator is a transposable element system first observed 
by Robertson (1978), characterized by its ability to 
induce mutation frequencies 50- to 150-fold higher than 
the spontaneous mutation rate. Mutator is transmissible 
to 90% of the progeny upon outcrossing; furthermore. 
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about 35% of the newly induced mutations in the Mutator 
progeny are somatically unstable. Strommer ^  al. 
(1982) determined that an unstable adhl mutation induced 
in a Mutator line, adhl-S3034. was caused by a 1.4 kb 
DNA insertion within the Adhl gene. Bennetzen et al. 
(1984) cloned this element, called Mul, and it was later 
sequenced by Barker et (1984) . Mul contained long 
inverted terminal repeats of 215 and 213 bp, respec­
tively, which were 95% homologous, with the extreme 25 
bp regions being entirely identical. There were also 
two internal direct repeats about 100 bp in length which 
were 95% homologous, and four putative open reading 
frames, two on each strand. It was subsequently 
demonstrated that Mul-like elements, and a structurally 
related, but larger element, called Mul.7, were present 
in large numbers (10 to 70 per diploid genome) only in 
Mutator lines (Bennetzen et al., 1984). The Mul.7 
element is very similar to Mul except for an additional 
380 bp and a slightly different restriction map (Taylor 
et al., 1986). In addition, the analysis of a number of 
Mutator-induced mutations at the Adhl (Bennetzen et al., 
1984), M (O'Reilly et al., 1985), bzl (Taylor et al., 
1986), and Sh (B. Burr, personal communication, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY) loci have shown that 
DNA insertions, structurally similar to Mul or Mul.7, 
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are associated with the mutant allele. All these 
results suggest that Mul and its structurally-related 
derivatives play an important role in Mutator. 
Mutator does induce mutations at the bzl locus at a 
frequency of 8.97 X 10~^ (Robertson, 1985). Two bzl 
unstable mutations have already been characterized by 
Taylor al. (1986). The mutations, bzl-mul and bzl-
mu2. were caused by the insertion of a Mul and a Mul.7 
element, respectively, into the structural region of the 
gene. These elements inserted into different locations 
within a 0.65 kb region of the bzl transcriptional unit. 
In this paper, we describe the molecular analysis of two 
additional Mutator-induced bzl mutations, bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-Mum6. This study was carried out to deduce if Mul 
insertions, or elements related in structure to Mul, 
were associated with the mutant genes, and to determine 
if these occurred either randomly, or at specific 
locations within the gene. We showed that, in one 
mutant allele, bzl-Mum3. a Mul-like element was inserted 
into the bzl gene. In bzl-Mum6. however, a DNA 
insertion, structurally related to Mul but smaller in 
size, was located in the same region as the insertion in 
bzl-Mum3. We describe the molecular cloning of this 
element and its physical relatedness to Mul. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant Material and DNA Isolations 
Two bzl mutants used in this study, bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-MumS. were induced in an active Mutator line by Dr. 
Donald S. Robertson, Iowa State University. The origins 
of the mutants are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The 
putative parental lines were Purple Mutator (Pl-Mu) and 
Purple Aleurone (Pl-aleur). DNA from all of the lines 
was isolated from kernels harvested from selfed ears 
forty days after pollination, or from individual, 
greenhouse-grown seedlings. Nuclear DNA was purified by 
the procedure of Rivin et al. (1982). 
Southern Blot Hybridization 
High molecular weight maize DNA was digested with 
restriction endonucleases (New England Biolabs, Beverly, 
MA; or Bethesda Research Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD) 
following the manufacturers' reaction conditions. 
Usually, 5 ug of DNA were used in each reaction. The 
reaction was carried out using enzyme concentrations of 
4-5 units per ug of DNA for 2 hr, then an additional 3-5 
units of enzyme per ug of DNA were added, and incubation 
Figure 1. Origin of the mutable hronzel mutation, bzl-
Mum3. An exceptional kernel, which was 
mutable at the bzl locus, was isolated on an 
ear in an isolation plot in which Purple 
Mutator (Pl-Mu) plants were used as a male 
and the female plants were homozygous 
recessive for cshbzlwx. This kernel sown 
and the resuling plant was outcrossed as a 
male to this tester line for two 
generations, after which a plant (83-8255-
10) from a mutable kernel was outcrossed to 
the cshbzlwx tester line as a female and 
finally plants from mutable kernels were 
selfed for two generations. Immature 
kernels were harvested and used as a source 
of genomic DNA for the molecular charac­
terization of this mutation, designated 
bzl-Mum3 
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This line contains the Mutator system and 
contained at least one pollen grain which had a mutable 
mutation at the Bzl gene. 
^These numbers signify planting year, family number 
and occasionally plant number. 
^This plant was from an exceptional kernel which 
was mutable at the Bzl gene. 
Figure 2. Origin of the mutable bronzel mutation, bzl-
Mum6. An exceptional kernel, which was 
mutable at the bzl locus, was isolated on an 
ear in an isolation plot in which Purple 
Mutator (Pl-Mu) plants were used as a male 
and the female plants were homozygous 
recessive for cshbzlwx. The plant from this 
kernel was then outcrossed as a male to a 
tester line (shbzlWx) for two generations. A 
bzl-Mum6 kernel from the last testcross was 
sown and the resulting plant selfed. 
Immature kernels were harvested from this 
self as a source of genomic DNA for the 
molecular characterization of this mutation, 
designated bzl-Mum6. 
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cshbzlwx X Purple Mutator^ 











This line contains the Mutator system and 
conatained at least one pollen grain which had a mutable 
mutation at the Bzl gene. 
^These numbers signify planting year, family number 
and occasionally plant number. 
°This plant was from an exceptional kernel which was 
mutable at the Bzl gene. 
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continued for an additional 2 hr to ensure complete 
digestion. The DNA fragments were separated by agarose 
gel electrophoresis, stained with ethidium bromide, 
photographed, and transferred to a nylon membrane 
(Genatran; Fiasco Inc., Woburn, MA) using Southern's 
procedure (1975) as described in previous papers (see 
Section I of this thesis). After baking for 2 hr at 
80°C, the membrane was prehybridized at 42°C for a 
minimum of 6 hr in a hybridization mix consisting of 50% 
(v/v) deionized formamide; 3x SSC (0.45 M sodium 
chloride; 0.045 M sodium citrate); 5 x Denhardt's 
solution; 100 ug/ml of denatured and sheared salmon 
sperm DNA and 1% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). 
Following prehybridization, the membrane was hybridized 
in the same solution plus 5% (w/v) dextran sulfate with 
a radioactively-labeled DNA probe (25 ng DNA at a 
Q 
specific activity of at least 10 cpm/ug were usually 
used). After incubating for 24 to 36 hr at 42°C, the 
membrane was rinsed twice with wash buffer (0.1 x SSC, 
0.1% (w/v) SDS) at room temperature then washed at 60 to 
65"C for 1 hr. The membrane was blotted dry and exposed 
to XAR-50 X-Ray film at -70°C with a Lightening Plus 




A probe for the bzl gene was made from plasmid 
pMBZP17, a subclone of a bzl genomic clone isolated by 
Fedoroff ^  (1984) , and kindly supplied by D. Furtek 
and 0. E. Nelson Jr., U. Wisconsin. The probe used was 
a 2.1 kb Pstl fragment, isolated from pMBZPl?, which 
hybridizes to the bzl transcriptional unit (Dooner et 
al., 1985). DNA probes for Mul-homologous DNA were made 
from plasmid pJMA-4. This plasmid was made by 
subcloning a 1.7 kb HindiII-Pstl fragment, containing 
the entire Mul element, from pMJ9 into pPiAN13 (Maniatis 
et al.. 1982). Plasmid pMJ9 was a gift of M. Freeling, 
W. Taylor and J. Bennetzen, Univ. of California, Berkley 
and consisted of a 2.9 kb region of the adhl-S3034 
mutant allele and the Mul insertion cloned into pBR322 
(Bennetzen, 1984). Two probes specific for Mul 
sequences were made from pJMA-4 (Figure 3). Digestion 
with Aval and TaqI was performed to generate a 700 bp 
internal fragment of Mul fMuAT); digestion with Hinfl 
was carried out to generate a 1.3 kb fragment which 
consisted of almost the entire element, including the 
terminally inverted repeated sequences (MuH). 
DNA fragments for radiolabeling were prepared by 














Figure 3. Derivation of Mu-specific probes. Mul 
element-specific DNA probes were isolated 
from plasmid pJMA-4 by digestion with Aval 
and Taal. which released a 700 bp fragment 
specific for the central region of Mul 
(MuM) , and Hinfl which released a 1.3 kb 
fragment specific for the entire element 
(MuH). These probes were isolated and 
radioactively labeled as described in the 
text 
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endonuclease(s). Following digestion, the DNA sequences 
were separated by electrophoresis on an 0.8% agarose 
(BioRad, Richmond, CA) gel. The fragment to be used was 
cut from the gel, electroeluted using the Schleicher and 
Schuell Elutrap system (Schleicher and Schuell, Keene, 
NH), phenol and chloroform extracted, and the DNA 
precipitated with ethanol. DNA fragments purified in 
this manner were radioactively labeled with [alpha-
3 2 P]CTP (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA) by a random 
hexamer reaction (Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983) to a 
g 
specific activity of at least 1 x 10 cpm/ug of DNA 
using a kit (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ). Unincorporated 
nucleotides were separated from labeled DNA by Sephadex 
G-50 column chromatography (Maniatis ^  al., 1982). 
Quantification of ^  Element Copy Number 
The number of copies of Mu elements per diploid 
genome was estimated by densitometric scanning of 
autoradiographs of genomic DNA digested with Tthllll and 
Hinf1 and comparison to copy number reconstructions. 
The latter were made by digesting appropriate amounts of 
pJMA4 to represent 10, 25 and 50 copies of Mul per 
diploid genome, with the same enzymes. Results were 
obtained using DNA isolated from immature kernels and 
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therefore, represented an average number of copies of Mu 
elements per diploid genome, because each kernel 
contained a different number of Mu elements per diploid 
genome due to random transposition events and Mendelian 
segregation. 
Molecular Cloning of a DNA Insertion 
at the bzl-Mum6 Allele 
A DNA library was made from bzl-Mum6 in the lambda 
cloning vector, EMBL4 (Frischauff et al., 1983), using 
the following procedure. High molecular weight bzl-Mum6 
DNA was digested to completion with EcoRl. and the DNA 
fragments fractionated by ultracentrifugàtion through a 
5 to 25% NaCl gradient (Maniatis et ^ . , 1982). 
Fractions containing fragments in the size range, 6 to 
15 kb, were collected, pooled, and the DNA precipitated 
with ethanol. The DNA was purified further by ion-
exchange column chromatraphy using a Schleicher and 
Schuell Elutip. 
Bacteriophage EMBL4 was propagated and purified 
using established procedures (Maniatis et al., 1982). 
DNA was extracted from purified phage, digested to 
completion with EcoRl. and the left and right arms 
separated from the stuffer fragment according to the 
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techniques described by Maniatis, et (1982) . Maize 
DNA fragments were ligated to purified EMBL4 arms at a 
total concentration of 325 ug/ml using a vector to 
insert ratio of 3:1, the recombinant DNA packaged into 
lambda particles using an in vitro packaging mix (Hohn, 
1979), and the phage transduced into E. coli LE392. 
Approximately 2 X 10^ plaques were screened with the bzl 
and MuH DNA probes using the procedure of Benton and 
Davis (1977). Duplicate plaque hybridizations were done 
to eliminate false positive results. One plaque, which 
hybridized to both probes, was isolated, the DNA 
extracted and cleaved with various restriction 
endonucleases. A small SstI fragment, identified as 
containing a Mu-homologous insert by hybridization to 
the MuH probe, was subcloned into the polylinker of 
pUC19 for more detailed analysis. 
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RESULTS 
The series of crosses used to generate the two 
mutable mutations used in this study are shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. The mutable alleles arose as 
exceptional kernels following an outcross of a standard 
Mutator line to a bzl tester line. All the bzl mutable 
alleles were phenotypically very similar with many 
small, revertant sectors appearing on the mature seed. 
These small sectors were characteristic of Mutator 
induced aleurone pigment mutations and are probably 
indicative of excision events occurring late in kernel 
development (Robertson, 1985). 
Mutable bzl lines Contain Multiple Mul-like 
Elements 
The bzl mutable lines were examined for the 
presence of Mul-like elements in their genomes by 
digesting the DNA isolated from these lines with 
Tthllll and Hinf1. restriction endonucleases which have 
target sites within the terminal inverted repeats of 
Mul. and hybridizing the Southern blots with Mul-
specific DNA probes. The hybridization profiles 
obtained using the MuAT probe are shown in Figure 4A. 
Figure 4. Southern blot hybridization analysis of bzl-
Mum3 and bzl-Mum6 and the putative progenitor 
line Purple Aleurone (Pi aleur). Genomic DNA 
was digested with the enzymes noted, electro-
phoresced through agarose gels, blotted and 
hybridized with Mul-specific probes (Figure 
3): (A) MuAT. specific for the internal 
region of Mul; (B) MuH, specific for almost 









The prominent bands seen in the Tthllll and Hinfl 
profiles were 1.0 and 1.37 kb, respectively; these are 
similar in size to the fragments released from the 
cloned Mul element, and were presumably generated from 
Mul-like sequences present in the genomes of these 
lines. Larger bands were seen in the hybridization 
profiles, 1.3 kb with Tthllll digestion and 1.75 kb 
with Hinfl digestion, and corresponded to similar sized 
fragments present in the Mul.7 elements (Taylor et al.. 
1986). Densitometric comparison of these bands to copy 
number reconstructions included on the same blot showed 
2 to 3 copies per diploid genome on average in bzl-Mum3 
and 5 copies per diploid genome on average in bzl-Mum6. 
The putative parental lines, Pl-aleur and Pl-Mu. were 
also included in these analyses. The putative Mutator 
parent, Pl-Mu. contained both Mul-like and Mul.7-like 
elements, at an average copy number of 18 per diploid 
genome. The non-Mutator parent, Pl-aleur, also showed 
some hybridization to the MuAT probe. In the Tthllll 
profile, a 0.77 kb band, in low copy number, was 
present, whereas a 0.93 kb band was detected following 
Hinfl digestion. These bands presumably correspond to 
endogenous Mu sequences present in most, if not all, 
non-Mutator lines of maize (Chandler et al., 1986; B. 
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Roth, personal communication, Department of Genetics, 
Iowa State University). 
In previous hybridization experiments in which 
similar genomic blots of bzl-Muiti6 were hybridized using 
the entire Mul element as a probe, Morris (personal 
communication, Department of Genetics, Iowa State 
University) detected a band other than those derived 
from Mul-like or Mul.7-like sequences. We repeated 
these experiments using the Hinfl fragment derived from 
the cloned Mul element (MuH). The results are shown in 
Figure 4B. We confirmed the results of these previous 
experiments, insofar that, in addition to bands derived 
from Mul-like and Mul.7-like sequences, we obtained, in 
bzl-Mum6 only, hybridization to a band 0.9 kb in size 
in the Hinfl digestion profile, and 0.6 kb in size 
following Tthllll digestion. Taken together, these two 
sets of hybridization experiments, in which different 
probes of Mul were used fMuAT and MuH), suggested that 
the small DNA sequences detected in bzl-Mume were 
largely homologous to the inverted repeated sequences 
of Mul and not the internal region. 
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Mutator-induced Mutable Alleles, bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-Muin6. Contain DNA Insertions 
The patterns of somatic reversion seen in each of 
the bzl mutants described here suggested that they may 
have been induced by Mu transposable elements. To 
determine the nature of the molecular lesions that had 
occurred at the bzl locus in each of these lines, we 
probed Southern blots of genomic digests with a bzl 
probe. It has been established that several different 
wild-type isoalleles of bzl exist (Taylor et al.., 
198 6). It is well known that many plant genes which 
have been analyzed molecularly display a large degree 
of restriction fragment length polymorphism, especially 
in target sites bordering the structural gene itself 
(Johns et al., 1983). Therefore, it was important to 
know in analyzing each mutant allele, if changes in the 
sizes of restriction fragments represented an insertion 
mutation or polymorphism. To this end, we included in 
our analyses, together with the bzl mutable lines, the 
putative wild-type progenitor lines of the mutants, 
(Pl-Mu) and (Pl-aleur). 
In our initial experiments, maize DNAs were 
digested with EcoRI because previous studies had showen 
that the entire transcriptional unit of the bzl gene 
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was contained on a single large EcoRI fragment (Dooner 
et al., 1985). When Southern blots of the digests were 
hybridized to the bzl probe, the autoradiograph shown 
in Figure 5A was obtained. Two bands, approximately 10 
kb and 5.3 kb in size, were detected by hybridization 
in both the Pl-aleur and Pl-Mu putative parental lines. 
The larger band represented the bzl gene and has been 
found to be largely conserved in most bzl alleles 
(Taylor et , 1986) . The smaller band was most 
probably an artifact in this experiment, because it was 
not seen in other genomic digests of the same lines. 
Two single bands, approximately 11.5 kb and 11.0 kb in 
size, hybridized in the mutable lines, bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-Mum6. respectively. The differences in size from 
the putative progenitor band, approximately 1.5 kb and 
l.a kb, suggested that the two mutable alleles arose 
from DNA insertions. In order to confirm these 
deductions, putative progenitor and mutable lines were 
analyzed by hybridization following digestion with 
BstEII and BstEII in combination with Sstl. These 
restriction endonucleases have target sites within the 
transcribed region of the gene and, again, have been 
Figure 5. Southern blot hybridization analysis of bzl-MumS. bzl-Mum6 
and the putative progenitors-. Purple Aleurone (PI aleur) and Purple 
Mutator (PI . Genomic DNAs were digested with the enzyme noted, 
electrophoresed through agarose gels, blotted and hybridized with 
the Bzl specific probe isolated from pMBZPl? as described in the 
text. (A) Genomic DNA digested with EcoRI; (B) Genomic DNA 
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shown to be largely conserved in different isoalleles 
of bzl (Schiefelbein et al., 1985; Taylor et al., 
1986). Furthermore, BstEII has a single target site 
within Mul (Barker et al., 1984). Therefore, if a Mul-
like element had inserted into either or both of the 
bzl mutant alleles, we expected to detect two novel 
bands by hybrdization to the bzl probe. The sum of 
their sizes would be approximately 1.4 kb greater than 
the wild-type band. In addition, digestion with both 
BstEII and SstI would allow the approximate site of 
insertion to be determined. 
When the putative parental lines were digested 
with BstEII. a band 1.15 kb in size was seen, together 
with weakly hybridizing flanking bands, 7.8 kb and 6.6 
kb in size (Figure 5B). Digestion with BstEII in 
conjunction with SstI. gave rise to a 0.67 kb band and 
flanking fragments of 2.95 kb and 2.75 kb (Figure 5C). 
These results are in agreement with those of others 
(Schiefelbein et ^ ., 1985; Taylor et , 1986), (see 
the restriction map presented in Figure 6). In bzl-
Mum3. following BstEII digestion, two novel bands were 
detected by hybridization to the bzl probe, 1.62 kb and 
0.95 kb in size, which replaced the 1.15 kb putative 
progenitor band. The combined sizes of these bands 









Figure 6. Partial restriction map of a Bzl allele showing the sites of DNA 
insertions in the mutants, bzl-Mum3 and bzl-Mum6. The sizes of 
the inserts are to scale. Restriction endonuclease designations 
are: BE = BstEII. Ê = EcoRl. S = SstI 
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progenitor band (1.15 kb) by 1.42 kb. These results 
reinforced our hypothesis that an approximately 1.4 kb 
DNA insertion had occurred in the progenitor bzl allele 
to give rise to this mutant. Furthermore, the 
generation of an additional BstEII band in bzl-Mum3 
showed that a single site for this enzyme must have 
been present in the DNA insertion. This was confirmed 
by the hybridization profile obtained following 
digestion with BstEII in combination with Sstl. Two 
novel bands, 0.95 kb and 1.17 kb in size, were detected 
bzl-Mum3. compared to the single 0.67 kb band seen in 
the putative progenitor. The combined size of the two 
bands was again approximately 1.4 kb larger than the 
progenitor band. Assuming that the insertion was a 
Mul-like element, these results placed the insertion 
337 bp or 196 bp 3' to the BstEII site depending upon 
the orientation of the element (Figure 6). 
A similar analysis of the bzl-Mum6 allele proved 
inconclusive. In the BstEII hybridization profile, a 
single major band, 1.55 kb in size, was detected in 
addition to faintly hybridizing flanking fragments. 
This indicated that a small insertion, approximately 
0.4 kb in size and lacking an internal BstEII site, had 
inserted into the 1.15 kb putative progenitor fragment. 
The BstEII and Sstl double digestion showed a novel 
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0.85 kb band as well as the progenitor 0.67 kb band; 
but the sizes of the flanking sequences were different 
from those seen in the putative progenitor lines. It 
should by pointed out that the progenitors of bzl-Mum6 
may not have been either of the two wild-type alleles 
(in Pl-Mu and Pl-aleur) included in this study because 
the Pl-Mu and Pl-aleur lines were very homogeneous (D. 
S. Robertson, personal communication, Department of 
Genetics, Iowa State University). 
To clarify the molecular lesion that had given 
rise to bzl-Mum6. we undertook to clone and 
characterize the putative insertion at the mutant 
allele. Our Southern blot data had shown that the bzl 
sequences of this line were confined to a large EcoRI 
fragment approximately 11 kb in size (Figure 5A). 
Therefore, our strategy for cloning the bzl-Mum6 allele 
consisted of digesting genomic DNA to completion with 
EcoRl. purifying fragments 6 to 15 kb in size on NaCl 
gradients, and establishing a partial DNA library in 
the phage vector, EMBL4. Recombinant plaques were 
screened consecutively with the bzl and MuH probes by 
plaque hybridization, and a clone hybridizing to both 
probes was purified to homogeneity. DNA isolated from 
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this recombinant was digested with various restriction 
endonucleases, blotted onto a nylon membrane, and a 
small 1.6 kb SstI fragment was shown to contain 
sequences homologous to the MuH probe by Southern 
hybridization. This SstI fragment was subsequently 
subcloned into the polylinker of pUC19 for further 
analysis. The putative insert was mapped by 
restriction endonuclease digestions and Southern blot 
hybridization analysis (data not shown) and the results 
summarized in Figure 7, where its structure is compared 
to that of Mul. We estimated the size of the 
insertion, which we subsequently called MuS. to be 
about 960 bp. Digestions with Hinfl. TaqI, Tthllll and 
Mlul. singly or in combination, showed that the termini 
of MuS were very similar to those of Mul. This has 
since been confirmed by nucleotide sequencing of MuS 
(D. Morris, personal communication. Department of 
Genetics, Iowa State University). Aval. BstEII and 
Ncol. which have sites within the central portion of 
Mul. did not cleave MuS. However, Sstll. BstNI and 
Ball digested once or more within MuS and their target 
sites were equivalent to those found in ^ 1. In other 
words, the MuS element appeared to be a simple deletion 
derivative of Mul (or Mul.7). Fine structure 
restriction mapping of the flanking sequences of MuS 
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Mul 
H T A2 BE A2 BN T H 








Tq M B Tq M Tq 
2Û0bp 200bp 
Figure 7. Restriction map of Mus compared to Mul 
(Barker et , 1984) . Restriction 
endonuclease designations are: Al = Aval. 
A2 = Avail. B = Bail. BE = BstEII. 
BN = BstNI. H = Hinfl. M = MluI. T = Tthllll. 
and Tq = TaqII 
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located the insertion in the 3' region of the gene 
approximately 500 bp downstream of the insertion in 
bzl-Mum3 (Figure 6). The unusual bands seen in the 
autoradiographs obtained by hybridizing genomic blots 
of this line with Mu-specific probes (Figure 3) were 
probably generated from MuS elements present at this 
locus and elsewhere in the genome of bzl-Mum6. MuS-
like elements were detectable by hybridization to the 
MuH probe, which consisted of almost the entire Mul 
element; however, when the internal region of Mul 
(MuAT), which is largely absent from MuS. was used as 
probe, hybridization to MuS was barely detectable. 
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DISCUSSION 
The Mutator-induced bzl mutable mutant lines, bzl-
Mum3 and bzl-Mum6. have been characterized by molecular 
hybridization to determine the role of Mu transposable 
elements in their induction. Both lines contained 
multiple copies of Mul-like and Mul.7-like elements, 
with the former being predominant. Smaller Mu-like 
elements were present in bzl-MumG and appeared to be 
deletion derivatives of Mul. Although the bzl-Mum3 and 
bzl-MumS alleles were clearly mutable, there were few 
copies of Mu-like elements present in their genomes 
(between 3 to 5 copies). This was suprising because 
Robertson et (1985) have demonstrated that lines 
with fewer than ten copies of Mu elements generally 
display neither Mutator activity (as measured by the 
number of new germinal mutations) nor mutability about 
Mutator-indueed mutant alleles. Nevertheless, a 
comparison of the two bzl mutations analyzed in this 
study showed that there were no discernible differences 
in the frequency of excision as measured by the number 
of revertant sectors. There is some doubt now, however, 
that the number of Mu elements is indeed an absolute 
determinant of Mutator activity (D. Morris and B. A. 
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Roth, personal communication, Department of Genetics, 
Iowa State University). 
DNA insertions have been characterized in both of 
the mutable alleles. In bzl-Mum3. a 1.4 kb insertion has 
been mapped to the 3' end of the gene. Its similarity 
in size to Mul. and the presence of a single BstEII 
restriction site in the insert, suggested that it may be 
structurally similar to Mul; however, confirmation of 
this must await further analysis. A smaller insert, 
0.96 kb in size, has been isolated from bzl-Mum6. This 
insert, which we call MuS. contained the terminal 
inverted repeats of ^ 1 but a substantial portion of the 
internal region was missing suggesting that MuS arose 
from Mul by a single deletion of DNA between the 
terminal inverted repeats. The ability of MuS to excise 
from the bzl gene was evident from the revertant sectors 
on a kernel, which suggested that the only requirement 
necessary for excision, and possibly insertion, was the 
presence of ^ 1 terminal inverted repeats. It has been 
shown that for other transposable elements, such as Ds 
and dSpm. only the terminal inverted repeats are 
required for recognition by the transposase 
(Schielfelbein et , 1985; Wessler et al., 1986) . 
These insertions were mapped to a 1.15 kb BstEII 
fragment of the bzl gene, although each insertion was at 
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a different location within this region. The two 
Mutator-induced bzl mutations described by Taylor et al. 
(1986) were also located in this 1.15 kb fragment. 
Similarly, the Ac-induced bzl-m2 mutation and a 
derivative allele, bzl-m2 fPI). were analyzed molecularly 
by Fedoroff et al. (1984) and Dooner et (1985) who 
showed that ^  had inserted in this same region. Taken 
together, these results suggest that this area of the . 
bzl gene may be an "insertional hotspot" for different 
transposable elements as Taylor et (1986) have 
suggested. 
It is possible that these insertions may be within 
an intron rather than an exon. Saedler and Nevers 
(1985) have shown that maize transposable elements 
generally excise imprecisely, which would add or 
subtract base pairs and probably reduce or otherwise 
alter gene activity. Insertion and excision from an 
intron would be less likely to affect gene function. 
The high amount of somatic reversion substantiates the 
hypothesis that these insertions occurred in an intron 
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The aim of this study was to determine the 
molecular lesions responsible for sh and bzl mutations 
induced in Mutator lines. In preliminary studies wild-
type Sh alleles from two standard maize lines used by 
Robertson in his Mutator studies were characterized by 
restriction endonuclease digestion and Southern blot 
hybridization. The restriction maps obtained were 
compared to previously determined maps of Sh alleles 
from three different maize lines. This comparison 
showed that restriction endonuclease target sites in the 
promoter and transcription unit were highly conserved 
whereas the region adjacent to the polyadenylation site 
contained a high degree of restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP). However, these data also showed 
that Sh-B70 contained an insertion, approximately 150 bp 
in size, in the central portion of the gene and a 
HindiII site which is also contained in other Sh 
alleles. 
These studies enabled us to determine the molecular 
basis for four sh mutations induced in Mutator lines. 
DNA insertions had occurred in the 5' region of each 
mutant gene, with one mutant containing two insertions. 
Restriction endonuclease digestion and Southern blot 
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hybridization showed that only two of the five 
insertions were structurally related to Mul. The three 
structurally unrelated insertions were a 0.6 kb 
insertion just 3' to the poly adenylation site in the 
sh-4020 allele, a 5.5 kb insertion in sh-9626 and a 1.4 
kb insertion in sh-1746. The 1.4 kb element in sh-1746 
was molecularly cloned and through Southern blot 
hybridization was shown to have no significant sequence 
homolgy with the entire Mul element. Further data are 
reguired to determine what role, if any, these elements 
play in the Mutator system. Also, hybridization 
analysis of sh-9026 showed that a putative cross-over 
had occurred in the 3' flanking region of the gene, 
between the sh-9026 and Sh-B70 alleles. 
Mutations induced at the bzl locus were also 
characterized and shown to be due to insertions within 
the transcription unit. The insertion in bzl-Mum3 was 
an element similar in size and structure to Mul whereas 
bzl-Mum6 contained an insertion, 960 bp in size, 
approximately 500 bp downstream of the insertion in 
bzl-Mum3. Molecular cloning and characterization of 
this insertion (called MuS) showed that it contained the 
terminal inverted repeats of Mul as well as a small 
portion of the Mul internal region, which indicated that 
MuS was a deletion dereivative of Mul. 
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In summary, the six sh and bzl mutations examined 
in this study were induced in Mutator lines and through 
molecular anlaysis, shown to be due to DNA insertions in 
the promoter and transcription unit of the gene. Four 
of the seven insertions were related structurally to 
Mul. The relationship of the remaining three insertions 
to the Mutator systems could not be determined at this 
time although one was shown to lack sequence homology 
with Mul. 
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APPENDIX 
To clarify the molecular lesion that had given rise 
to sh-1746, we undertook to clone and characterize the 
insertion at the mutant allele. Our Southern blot data 
had shown that the ^  sequences of this line were 
confined to a large BamHI fragment, approximately 17 kb 
in size. Therefore, our strategy for cloning the sh-1746 
allele consisted of digesting genomic DNA to completion 
with BamHI. purifying large-sized fragments, and using 
them to make a partial DNA library in the lambda cloning 
vector, EMBL4 (Frischauff et ^ ., 1983). 
DNA fragments, 10 to 20 kb in size generated by 
BamHI digestion, were purified by fractionation on 
sucrose gradients (10 to 40%) using a SW 25 rotor at 
22,500 rpm for 20 hr, or NaCl gradients (5 to 20%) by 
ultracentrifugation using a SW39 rotor for 6 hr at 
30,000 rpm. Fragments purified on sucrose gradients 
were dialyzed to remove the sucrose and precipitated 
with ethanol and resuspended in TE buffer; whereas DNA 
fragments from NaCl gradients were directly precipitated 
with ethanol and resuspended in TE buffer. In order to 
maximize cloning efficiency, exact DNA concentrations 
were determined by fluorescent spectroscopy. In this 
procedure, a Hoescht 3258 dye was used due to its 
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specificity for DNA. The dye was prepared in 2 M LiCl; 
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 at a concentration of 0.02 ng/ml 
and the absorbance of each DNA sample determined at a 
wavelength of 480 nanometers. The concentration of each 
sample was then read from a standard curve prepared with 
known concentrations of lambda DNA (New England Biolabs, 
Beverly, MA). 
Following the determination of DNA concentrations, 
the sh-1746 insert DNA was heat shocked at 65°C for 10 
min, cooled on ice and ligated to purified arms of the 
lambda vector, EMBL4 (obtained from Promega Biotec). 
Ligations were done in a total volume of 5 ul with 
single strength ligase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 
70 mM MgClg» 10 mM dithiothreitol, 10 mM ATP; and 50 
units of T4 DNA ligase at 4°C for 24-48 hr. All 
ligations were done at concentrations of approximately 
200 ug of DNA per ml and the molar ratios of vector to 
insert used were 4:1, 2:1, and 1:1. Following the 
ligation reaction, the ligated DNA was heat treated at 
65"C to inactivate the ligase. 
Ligated DNA was packaged into phage particles using 
a lambda packaging mix prepared as described by 
Rosenberg et al. (1985) from E.coli SMRIO, and 
transduced into E. coli LE392. The packaging efficiency 
6 7 
was 5 X 10 to 5 X 10 plaque forming units (pfu) per ug 
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of wild type lambda DNA. However, when the ligated 
insert and vector DNA were packaged, efficiencies of 
only 1000 pfu/ug were generated. Many ligations were 
attempted but improved packaging efficiencies were never 
obtained. However, a sh-1746 genomic clone was isolated 
when E. coli LE392 was transduced with a pool of six 
different packaging mixes containing insert DNA isolated 
from both sucrose and NaCl gradients. The plaques were 
screened using the Shi probe B (specific for the 3' 
transcription unit, Figure 1) by the method described by 
Benton and Davis (1977), with duplicate filters of each 
plate being used to eliminate false positives. 
Presumptive positive plaques were isolated, transduced 
into E. coli CES201 and DNA from the genomic subclone, 
C1746, isolated from plate lysates by a rapid procedure 
described by Maniatis et (1982) . The DNA was 
extracted 4 to 6 times with phenol, twice with chloform-
isoamyl alcohol and the DNA precipitated with ethanol. 
Following purification, this DNA was analyzed by 
digestion with various restriction endonucleases and 
Southern blot hybridization with Sh- and Mul-specific 
probes. The enzymes used were BamHl in conjunction with 
Hindlll. Ball. Balll. Sstl. Pstl. and Tthllll. 
Following digestion, the fragments were separated by 
agarose gel electrophoresis and then transferred 
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electrophoretically (Hoefer Scientific Instruments) onto 
a nylon membrane (Genatran; Fiasco, Inc., Woburn, MA). 
The filter was baked at 80°C for 2 hr, hybridized with a 
radioactively labeled DNA probe (25 ug DNA at a specific 
Q 
activity of at least 10 cpm/ug were usually used) then 
washed in an Omni-blot Processing System (American 
Bionetics, Richmond, CA), which functions by pulling the 
solutions over the filter with a vaccuum. The 
prehybridization and hybridization solutions contained 
3X SSC; 35% (v/v) deionized formamide; lOX Denhardt's 
solution, 0.5% SDS, and 100 ug/ml of denatured and 
sheared salmon sperm DNA. The filters were washed with 
400 ml of 4X SSC, 1% SDS, then IX SSC; 1% SDS at 37°C, 
and finally 250 ml O.IX SSC; 0.1% SDS. The filters were 
blotted to remove excess moisture and then exposed to 
XAR-50 X-Ray film at -70°C with a Lightening Plus 
Intensifing Screen (Dupont, Wilmington, DE) for 4 to 48 
hr. The restriction map deduced from these data is 
aligned with the Sh-060 and is shown in Figure 1. 
These results showed that the size of the insertion 
was 1.4 kb and was located in the 5' untranslated region 
as determined by the Southern blot hybridization 
analysis described in Section II. The exact location of 
the insertion could not be determined because the 
restriction endonucleases used in this study did not 
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Figure 1. Restriction maps of the sh-1746 allele compared to its putative 
progenitor. The exon-intron positions were determined by Werr et 
al. (1985) and the probes used are described in Section I of this 
thesis. The insertion in sh-1746 occurred in the 5' region of 
the gene (Figure 11 in Section II of this thesis) but the exact 
location could not be determined 
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have target sites within the insertion. Previously we 
remarked that the size of the insertion was similar to 
Mul (Section II). We suggested furthermore, that the 
element may have been modified and thus was impervious 
to digestion to Bcfll. which has target sites within Mul. 
Restriction endonuclease digestions of the sh-1746 
genomic clone showed that the element did not contain 
Ball target sites, and, therefore, was not structurally 
different to Mul. To determine if the element had 
sequence homolgy with Mul, nylon membranes, previously 
hybridized with Sh-specific probes, were stripped to 
remove the bound probe and rehybridized in succession 
with the MuAT probe (specific for the internal region of 
Mul) then with MuHT. specific for the terminal inverted 
repeats of Mul and Mul.7 (see Figure 5, Section II). 
The Mul-specific internal probe (MuAT) and terminal 
probe (MuHT) were used separately to determine if this 
insertion may have contained Mul terminal inverted 
repeats and a non-Mul homolgous internal region as seen 
with Mu3 (Oishi, personal communication. Department of 
Genetics, University of California, Berkeley). The 
results showed that this insertion did not hybridize to 
either Mul-specific DNA probe (data not shown) even upon 
prolonged exposure of the autoradiograph. Therefore, 
this insertion did not contain significant sequence 
homolgy with Mul. 
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GLOSSARY 
Active-inactive; refers to the ability of the Mu 
elements to be mobile. 
Mu: abbreviation for Mutator. 
Mul; the first Mutator transposable element to be 
isolated and characterized. 
Mu32; an example of a Mutator line designation; the 
number refers to the number of "doses" of Mutator 
present in the line due to inbreeding. The log. of 
the number represents the number of generations of 
inbreeding. 
Mu elements: the transposable elements believed to be 
responsible for the generation of new mutations maize 
Mutator lines. 
Mu-like: refers to elements that are related, but not 
necessarily identical, to Mul. 
Muml: refers to a mutation induced in a Mutator line. 
The designation ^  indicates the Mutator origin and 
the m indicates the allele is mutable, which results 
in somatic instability; the number designates the 
chronological order in which the mutation was 
identified (e.g., 1 is the first mutation isolated). 
